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Cancellations Hurt
UMR Concert Schedule
By MARK HASLETl'
"There are some of these
groups who would think no
more of coming to Rolla than
they would of nying to the
moon. In fact. they would
probably rather ny to the
moon." So said Mrs. Berna
Harvey, Program Director for
the Student Union Board, when
questioned about the scheduling
of big-name groups for SUB
sponsored concerts. She said
further, "Some students think
that we can just book any band
that we want to at the last
minute." Unfortunately, it just
doesn't work that way.
According to Mrs. Harvey,
big bands have to be booked
well in advance, often three or
four months ahead. Even then
bands frequently cancel if
something better comes along.
For instance, booking was
begun in June for the upcoming
September 16 concert .. Around
the first of September the band
Lake, who had indicated that
they would play but had not yet
signed, changed their minds.
The same thing happened for

the October 7 concert last Because concerts last spring
Monday. Black Oak, formerly were poorly attended the
Black Oak Arkansas, had committee lost money on the'
agreed to play (over the phone) concerts.
through their agent.
"It's a vicious cycle," Terry
Monday morning the agent
called and communicated to says. "If we stick our necks out
Mrs. Harvey that Black Oak and risk our budget -on a really
wanted six spots (spotlights >. big concert, it would be the only
Sound and lighting is getting concert the entire year if it is
very expensive;
when the poorly attended. If we book a
agent learned of the size of the band who is not as wen known
Multi-purpose
building
he we still might have the same
agreed that it was a ridiculous problem with attendance, but
amount of lighting. In the lose less money. The committee
afternoon he called back saying must make a profit on
that Black Oak would not play. upcoming concerts to . book
Period. "Back to square one, " really famous groups because
said Mrs. Harvey, putting we cannot count on ticket sales
the
proper when booking the band. We
booking
in
perspective as that of a game.
must have the cash in hand
General Lectures is the SUB before we even have a band sign
committee responsible for large a contract."
concerts. Terry Kremmel,
says
General
Kremmel
Director of General Lectures, Lectures is allocated about
says that a large part of the $19,000 for four concerts. Until
problem is the budget that the that budget is increased by
committee has to work with. profits from concerts, there can
General Lectures is . allotted be no really big name bands. In
$2.25 per student from activity other words - until students
fees. Additional revenue comes start attending better, no really
from ticket sales, usually $2.00 famous bands will come to
per person per concert. UMR.

Five kamakazie students grimace at the sight of the first
turn at one of the two new water slides In Rolla.
(Photo by M. Richardson)

Jean-Luc Ponty
Plays Saturday
By MARK NEALON
On Saturday, September 16 at
8:00 p.m., Jean-Luc Ponty,
acclaimed by some as being the
finest French violinist that ever
lived, will engage in a debut
. performance at UMR. The
concert will be held in the Gale
Bullman
Multi-Purpose
Building, and tickets will go on
sale Tuesday, September 12
from 9:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. and
will be sold up to and including
Friday, September 15. Two
tickets can be bought with each
UMR I.D. for $2.00 apiece in the
Student Onion. Tickets can also
be purchased from 3:00 a.m. on
the day of the concert at
Born in a small village in the
Normandy region of France
and trained in classical music
from an early age, Jean-Luc
Ponty, the whizz-kid violinist of
his day, played on the European
jazz circuit for nearly five
years_Inclined toward the more
opportunistic music scene,
Ponty came to the United States
in 1969, where he hung out with

Frank Zappa and the Mothers
of Invention and "guested" on a
couple of their albums with his
electric violin.
His technique polished, his
progressive jazz composition
redirected, it came time for
Ponty to organize his own band,
however keeping the rockfusion style he had grown so
accustomed to. Ponty's band
repeats
the
Mahavishnu
Orchestra's
lineup :
Lead
guitar, bass, drums, keyboard,
and himself on electric and
acoustic
violins
and
the
orchestra (an electric bariton
violin>. His instrument is
strongly vocalistic, and he does
his best to bring out the human
quality in his violin sounds. The
contrast
between
Ponty's
intricately brilliant solo shots
and the more technical formats
of
his
band
members'
instrumentals is pleasantly
enlightening. He can be one of
the wildest soloists in fusion
music today, and it can be
assured that his progressive
jazz will offer a fine taste to
the students of UMR.

What's Inside
St. Pats Boa~ recently gave St. Pats sweatshirts to Boys Town in St. James. Front
row, left to right, are Gary McCurdy, Keith Parker, Brian Beckler, and Tracy
Kellems. In the back row, left to right are Bob Garcia, Grian Chaney, Don Gillespie,
Ralph Bell, and Gary Underwood.
( Photo by M. Richardson)
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Thursday
4-H CLUB MEETS
Thursday, Sept. 14, at 7:00 p.m. in room 201 of the Old
Student Union the MINER 4-H CLUB will hold its first
meeting of the year. MINER 4-H is part of a national.
organization of collegiate 4-H clubs that promote
service to the community and intercollegiate activities.
You needn't be a former 4-H member to join. For more
information contact Mitch Levings at 364-3489 or attend
the meeting on Sept. 14.
CAMPUS SHOWCASE
The Student Union organization is sponsoring a
Campus Showcase Thursday, September 14, in the st.
Pat's Ballroom. All honorary and professional societies
and special interest clubs who want to acquaint UMR
students with their organization on campus are invited
to participate. Deadline for contacting the Program
Office, 115 Recreation Room in the Student Union, is
September 7.
YEARBOOKS IN
The 1978 Yearbooks are in and will be distributed
Sept. 6, 7, 13, and 14 at GI Rolla Building. bring your
validUMRID.
PHYSICS COLLOQUIUM
Dr. J ack Boone, associate professor of electrical
engineering, will speak at a physics colloquium
Thursday, Sept. 14,4 p.m. , Physics 104. Title of his talk
is "The Quest for New Photovoltaic Materia ls." Coffee
will be ava ilable at 3:40p.m.

HKN
Eta Kappa Nu will have a general membership
meeting, Thursday , September 14 at 6:30 p.m. in room

NEED MONEY?
Student Council is now accepting appropri ation
requests for this year . If your organization does not
receive student activity fee money. then your group
may be elligible for some money . Application request
dorms can be picked up at the Student Council office
upstairs in the old Student Union. The request forms
must be filled out and turned in to the Student Council
... office by Sept. 15 so don 't delay . If you have any
questions stop by the Student Council office or see Scott
Diermann 602 T.J . Hall .
MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY SOFTBALL
Do you know any other people who like to play
softball ? Well. if you do, then Muscular Dystrophy has
the perfect opportunity for you . Once again KAPPA
ALPHA is sponsoring their third annual softball game
for the fight against M.D. The tournament will be held
September 29, 30, and October 1st. at the Ber Juan
Pa rk. with double ellminations to start Friday night.
Sunday. the first will be the last day of play, and a
plaque will be awarded to the winners. After,
refreshments will be served, free of charge. A limited
number of positions are available, so hurry , and team
up lor the K.A. softball game. Come on out, run, hit ,
throw , and drink . all for the fight against M.D. Any and
all teams are welcome. For more information contact :
Jack Burr, Rich Louis, or Mark Winnett, at the Kappa
Alpha House, at 364-4841, or 364-6n8 .
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
There will be a meeting of the International Students
Club on Friday, September IS, 1978. in the Meramec
Room at 7:00 p.m. All members are urged to attend this
meeting and help plan for this semester's activities.
New members are very invited.

ALPHA EPSlLON PI BASH
A Party· Disco is being held by the Pledge Class 01
Alpha Epsilon P i. This " Big Bash" will have a disco
atmosphere and will also be featuring a VARIETY of
your FAVORITE BEVERAGES. So come on down to
No. 4 Fraternity Dr. at 8:00 p.m. on Sept. 23 and make
this Unofficial Party Weekend better than the first.

Sunday

Friday
M.E . - A.E. DEPT. PICNIC
A.S.M.E ., S.A.E. and A.I.A .A. are sponsoring the
Mechanical-Aerospace Engineering Dept. picnic
Friday , Sept. IS at 3: 30 p.m. at Lions Club Park ,
Pavilion No. 1.
Activities will include a softball game at 4:00 p.m.
between students and faculty members along with the
honorary societies Pi Tau Sigma and Sigma Gamma
Tau .
The food will be served at 5:00 p.m. Rides will be
provided behind the Mechanical Engineering Building
between 3:30 and 4:30p.m.
STAMP COLLECTING
Any interested UMR students are invited 10 attend
this month's meeting of the Rolla Philatelic Society to
be held at 7:00 p.m., Friday . September IS. The meeting
will be held in the basement of the United Telephone
Building located at 11th and Elm . Plans for an
upcoming stamp auction will be discussed.

NEW STUDENTS
If you missed the distribution of the New Student
Record, and would like to get yours, call Joe Bruce or
Pat Thompson at 364-4841 .
DECEMBER GRADUATES
If you will be completing requirements for a degree at
the end of the Fall semester you should make
application for that degree by going to Ihe Regislrar's
office at your earliest convenience. The Registrar's
Office will not be able to include you wilh other students
finishing undergraduate and graduate degrees on
December 17 unless you make application with Lauren
Peterson.
SNACK BAR SERVICE
Short order service at the Snack Bar in University
Center West is now available from 6:30 to 10 :30 p.m.
Monday through Friday.
SCHOLARSHIP CERTIFICATES
All students who were awarded the University
Scholar program for the 1978-79 academic year, YOU
may come by the Office of Student Financial Aid and
pick up your University Scholar Certificates.
NEW SUB H.D.
WE've moved - the SUB office is now in Rm . tt 5, Old
Student U.
All campus organizations desiring to participate in
the Campus Showcase, Thursday, Sept. 14. should turn
in their applications to the SUBM office . Rm li S of the
Old Student Union. as soon as possible. The "On-TheLoose" program is operating again . Office Hours will
soon be released.

Saturday

105 EE.

ASCE MEETING
On Wednesday, Sept. 20,1978, at 7:00 p.m. in room 114
of the Civil Engineering Building, the American Society
of Civl Engineers IASCE ) will hold their second
meeting of the semester. The guest speaker will be Mr.
Dave Fenton of Sverdrup & Parcel and Associates Inc .,
he will be speaking on the area of Structural Analysis.
Everybody is invited, refreshments and door prizes will
be given.

Noday

HAMBURGER SALE

Tau Kappa Epsilon is sponsoring a hamburger sale on
Sunday, Sept. 17, from 4:30 until 6:30. You get 2', lb.
hamburgers with cheese or bar-b-qued along with I, lb.
of French fries for $1.50. Place: 1107 State St. at the
TKEHouse.
GRAD STUDENT PICNIC
The Association of Graduate Students welcomes all
graduate students to a picnic this Sunday , September
17. 1978 at Pavillion NO. 4 in Lions Club Park. Activities
will start at 1:00 p.m. with supper served at 5:00 p.m.
Come on out and join in the fun and food .

Wednesday
DISCO DANCING
Lessons in danCing are being given on Wednesdays in
the St. Pat's Ballroom . Starting September 20. from
7:3()-9 :00 p.m., all are welcome. Come alone or with a
partner - no experience necessary.

The University Center Information Desk
now has
Flow charting templates
Data Processing
Screw Thread
Tool Planner
Protractors
Nuts, Bolts & Screws
Compasses
Rulers
Engineer Scales
6" Pocket Rulers
12" Rulers

JAWS

UNIVERSITY CENTER EAST
341·4296

Tired of
hamburgers? Have
a chicken
sandwich!
Scrum pdillyish us...
Reg . U.S. Pa t. O ff ..
AM . D.Q . Co rp . (c) Copyri ght 1978

Am .

A s a Navy Civil E ngineer, you get responsibi lity t he moment you
get t he stri pes. Respons ibility on a wide ra nge of projects . R espons ib ility in every area of construction and engineeri ng management. Responsibility all engineers dream a bout, but most
_spend their firs t few years waiting for.
You enter t he Na vy as an Ensign , with the option of either a
three- or four-year obligation . You'll be a Navy offi cer a nd a
Navy engineer and you'll get immediate, hands-on experience.
CONTACT : LT . JESSE TRICE
210 N. 12th SI.
St . Loui s, Mo. 63101
Tel : 314 -268 -2505
(Stotion to Station Collect)
NAVY OFFICER. IT'S NOT JUST A JOB, IT'S AN ADVENTURE.
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Psych Department
Researches Rats
By STEVE RACKERS

on

~n

Ity

m.
Shown here are some of the varieties of rats captured near Salem, Mo. for the
research project headed by Dr. Hughes. The rat on the left is the highly uncommon
black rat. The other three being of mixed colors. In the background is a poison trap
set by area officials to reduce the rodent population.
(Photo by Burford)

TKE Hosts Charity Chug
On Friday. September ~ .
1978. Tau Kappa Epsilon
Fraternity. in cooperation with
Gary Broyles will host the first
Theta Tau Ugly Man Chug-ForCharity Contest.
The purpose of the contest is
two-fold. First. to raise the
needed
money
for Rolla
charities through Ugly Man and
second. to find out which
organization is "The Best BeerDrinkers on Campus. "
The competition will start at
3:00 p.m. and will continue until
8:00 p.m. that night. TKE Little
Sisters
will
be
serving
hamburgers and chips and
music will be playing for your
enjoyment.
We hope that you will
enthusiastically participate in
this worthwhile event and have
some fun out at Lions Club Park
while proving yourselves best
beer-drinkers on campus. If you
have any questions please call
either John Eash. Joe Buehler.
or Wayne Schmidt at 364-8115.

is eligible to compete. All
entries must be submitted by
five o'clock Friday. Sept. 15.
2. Competition will start
promptly at 3 p.m. Friday.
September 22nd and end at
eight o'clock that evening.

3. There will be a 25 cents
donation for one ticket. Each
ticket may then be exchanged
for one beer. ( 12 oz. cups will be
prOVided. I
4. The winner will , be
determined by most beers
bought per person.
(The
number of members in each
organization will be determined
by student personnel.) Little
Sisters' tallies will count
toward fraternity's count but
they will not be added toward
the amount of men in your
fraternity .

5. Members of sorority's
tallies will be multiplied by two
so each glass of beer drank will
count as two.
6. Each ticket will only be
counted
towards
one
organization.

Thank You.
The Men of Tau Kappa Epsilon
P.S. Send response to TKE
1107 State Street. Rolla. MO
65401. Along with the total
amount of people in your
organization.
CHUG FOR CHARITY RULES
1.
Any
organization
recognized by the UMR campus

7. A running tally will be kept
at all times.
8. No beer may be removed
from Lions Club Park.
At the end of the competition.
a plaque and a trophy will be
awarded to the " Best Beer
Drinkers on Campus".
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Any questions. call Wayne
Schmidt. John Eash. or Joe
Buehler at 364-8115.

A lot of rats were down in the
dumps this summer. this I
mean literally as well as
figuratively. The city of Salem
near here had the larest open
pit dump left in the state. It was
the
breeding
place
for
approximately 50.000 rats.
Some of these rats were quite
rare because they were black.
brown and white coated. and
various mixtures of the three
colors.
The common coat color for
wild rats is a dark brown. Dr.
Carroll
Hughes
of
the
psychology section here at
UMR did behavioral and
anatomical comparisons on the
different colored rats . Joe
Safron. a senior in life science
and a pre-vet major. was also
actively
involved
in
the
research . Joe is hoping the
research he did this summer
will help him in his application
for vet school.
The researchers found that
the coat color essentially had no
effect
on
the
behavioral
measures taken on the wild

rats. However. there were
differences in the comparisons
between the wild rats and the
clomesticated albino laboratory
rats. For example wild r ats had
much larger brains and adrenal
glands and were more active
than
their
domesticated
cousins. Interestingly though
the
wild
rats
weighed
significantly less than the
domesticated ones. It is not
possible to determine whether
the black coated rats at the
Salem dump were genetiC
mutants or a cross between the
wild and domestic albino
varieties of rats.
This research was done in
cooperation with the members
of the newly established Life
Science Dept. here at UMR.
(Dr. Roger Brown is one of the
new biologists hired this fall to
teach in Life Science.) Other
joint efforts between various
departments such as looking at
microwave effects on biological
organisms are being planned
for the new animal facilities
being developed in the Buehler
Building.

News
Counseling For All
By RENEE MILLER
Beginning his eleventh year
at the University of MissouriRolla. Dr. Robert S. Barefield
came to UMR as a counselor
and assistant professor of
psychology in June of 1968. Dr.
Barefield
and
ex-faculty
member Dr. Zakin started the
Minority Engineering Program
at UMR. Dr. Barefield is
presently industrial coordinator
for the Minority Engineering
Program and the Women in
Engineering Program. In 1971
he became associate professor
of psychology and director of
the UMR Counseling and
Testing Center.
The UMR Counseling and
Testing Center. under Dr.
Barefield 's direction. has a lot
to offer students. The center not
only offers counseling and
testing for various student
needs. but it also offers tutorial
assistance programs and a
In
an
learning
center.
interview.
Dr.
Barefield
outlined exactly what services
the UMR Counseling and
Testing Center has to offer
students:
First and foremost. the UMR
Counseling
Center
offers
counseling services at no
charge to the student. If a
student is in need of educational
and vocational counseling or if
he is in need of counseling for
personal and social concerns. a
professionally
trained
counselor will attempt to help
an individual with problems he
may have. In addition the
center also offers counseling for
veterans and war orphans.
Since it began in 1968. the
UMR Counseling and Testing

Center has benefitted many
anyone
except
upon
the
students. faculty . and staff student 's written request or
members. According to Dr. approval.
Barefield. " We get 15 to 20
The counseling center is not
percent of the student body .. . run by psychiatrists. nor is its
this is comparable to most purpose to cure extreme mental
counseling centers on college
distrubances. The counselors ,
campuses."
Dr. Robert S.
Barefield,
Students who need help in director and associate profeschoosing a major. those who sor psychology ; Dr. Joseph R.
lack self-confidence or feel like McDonald. assistant director;
they don't "fit in" at UMR, Dr.
Gene
Van
Matre,
those students with family
counseling psychologist ; Dr.
problems. and even those George
C.
Schowengerdt,
experiencing difficulties with
counseling psychologist ; and
the OPPOSite sex can benefit Ms. Kathy Lang, a doctoral
from the counseling services.
candidate
in
counseling
The
counselors
are
professionally
trained
and
qualified in the areas of
educational, vocational . and
personal counseling as well as
psychological
testing.
Dr.
Barefield stated. " We don't do
any long· term psycho-therapy
... any long term personality
reorganization , we deal with
issues that help kids make it
successfully at UMR. If some of
or
social •
their
personal
problems are getting in the way
Dr. Barefield
of their education. we try to
.
psychology
at the University of
help them deal with it."
UMR
offers
counseling Missouri-Columbia (here for a
services because staff and year as a graduate intern ),
faculty members realize that assist students to understand
each student is an individual themselves in order to work out
requiring special testing and their own problems. Dr.
counseling to succeed at UMR. Barefield commented " ... the
" We have a whole gamut of thing I'd like for students to
tests ... aptitude tests , I.Q . test, realize is that we're counseling
interest
inventories,
and psychologists, we 're not clinical
personality tests ... all the psychologists and we're not
we're
standard tests you'd find at a psychiatrists
university counseling service. counseling psychologists that
These are aids to counseling to help normal people cope with
help us better understan<1 the very s'rpo< '~ 1 univer sity
students."
Interviews
are environment.. . if help is aconfidential ,
and
no vailable and you need I· ("Ip. t .'
information is released to
(Continued on pg . 4,
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Where There's Smoke•••
Campus Digest News Service
If the cigarette is smoked to
the end, it will produce about
one-fifth an ounce of smoke.
Scientists say 85 percent of
the smoke, by weight, consists
of relatively harmless nitrogen,
oxygen, and carbon dioxide
gases.
About half of the remainder is
a mixture of fine par ticles, and
the rest is water and toxic
gases.
The tens of trillions (a million
billion or so) of fine particles
are made up of nicotine and tar,
a general name for the
compound that contains several
cancer-causing agents.
Nicotine is, among other
things, a nerve stimulant which
increases blood pressure and
heart rate, and stimulates the
adrenal glands to put out more
.. fight or flight .. hormones.
All this activity increases the
heart's need for oxygen.
In a normal individual, this

extra oxygen is easily supplied.
But, if the arteries that supply
the heart with oxygen-rich
blood have become narrowed
by fatty deposits, they may not
be able to meet this demand.
Une reason for a high rate of
mouth cancer among smokers
is because some of the particles
and gases are absorbed by the
mouth tissue.
The rest go into the fungs
where they can stick to the
bronchial tubes or be absorbed
into the bloodstream. Because
of that, smokers have :
- A 30 times greater chance
(If
lung
cancer
than
nonsmokers.
- Ten times greater chance
of chronic bronchitis and
emphysema.
- Double the risk of heart
disease.
- One and a half times the
risk of a stroke.
- Double the death rate at
any age over nonsmokers.
Notes Dr. John Holbrook.

assistant professor of internal
medicine at the University of
Utah, " An average 3(}.year-old
male who smokes 15 Cigarettes
a day may expect to lose five
and half years of life."

Someone waiting to hear
from you?
Try a card from one of our
26 card companies!

~

~

* Recycled Paper Products , Inc .

(cont. from pg_ 3)
smart thing to do is to go and
use it ... it's very important .....
" We do have counselors that
work in the dorms. " As an
extension of their counseling
services. Dr. Schowengerdt
works with students at Thomas
Jefferson Hall, Dr. Van Matre
works at the Quad, and Ms.
Lang works with students in the
Pine Street leased housing.
Another major service of the
UMR Counseling and Testing
Center is to administer various
test to UMR students. The
testing, coordinated by Dr. Van
Matre, includes administering
the
Graduate
Record
Examination which is' required
for grad school, the A.C .T., and
the
G.E.D.
<General
Educational
Development
Test> which is a high school
equivalency
test.
The
Counseling and Testing Center
also administers tests and has
the
administrative
responsibilities
for
the
Freshman Preregistration and
Orientation
Program. The
center gives the freshman
placement battery to help
students get started in the right
courses.
Last
summer
approximately 920 students
registered for school in June
and over one hundred more
students had registered before
school started in August.
About six years ago, Dr.
Barefield started the Freshman
AdviSOry Program . " ... this
involves working with the
freshman advisors on campus
to help kids make a proper
adjustment to UMR .. .managing
their time
studying
teaching stress management so
that they can deal with test
anxiety and all the pressures of
campus
we pass out time
budget sheets and hints on how
to study."
How can a student receive the
benefits of the Counseling and
Testing Center? "All they have
to do is come over or call ... they
can ask for anyone of the
counselors .. ." An appointment
may be made by phoning the
Counseling Center (341-4211),
by stopping by the Center at
Room 105 Rolla Building or at
one of the counseling offices at
residence halls. Office hours
are 8 a.m. to 12 noon and 1 p.m.
to 5 p.m., Monday through
Friday. " Remind students that
we are available and we're
most
willing
to
be
of
assistance. "

01 978 Jos. Schlit z Br ewing Co., Milwaukee , Wis .

708 Pine

Rolla, Mo.
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Septemberfest 1978:

The Sun Worshippers were out in force at the St. Pat's Septemberfest last Friday
afternoon. Actually, don't these guys look a little like the Soccer Club?
(Photo by M. Murphy)

The
hrst
annual
Septemberfest, sponsored by
the UMR St. Pat's Board last
Friday at Lions Club Park,
proved to be a huge success.
The theme this year was "Belly
Up, Why Wait Till March" and
upwards of one thousand people
turned out to start their St.
Pat's celebration a little early.
Terry Beck, a one man guitar
picker out of St. Louis, was on
hand to entertain the students
with good old fashioned country
music and country rock. Let's
have a big hand for Terry ...
This year five of our local
beer
distributors
were
represented and supplied the
crowd with their favorite liquid

refreshment. This year was a
first for Coors and we would
also like to thank Schlitz,
Miller, Busch, and Olympia for
bringing their products along
and being represented.
Just a reminder, the St. Pat's
sweatshirt designs are due next
Wednesday, September 20 and
start thinking because the SI.
Pat's bumper sticker contest is
coming up soon!
Thanks for your support and
we'll see you at the benefit
movie. Help make St. Pat's '79
the best ever.
Brian Wagner
Publicity Chairman
SI. Pat's Board

"Class-time,studentsl Bees are to honey as Miners are to
(Photo by M. Murphy)

"L,uv", by Alpha Omega
The Alpha-Omega Players, a
national touring company, will
present Murray Schisgal's
comedy "Luv" Thursday, Sept.
14,8 p.m., in Centennial Hall at
the University of MissouriRolla University Center.
The production is sponsored
by UMR's Student Union Board
and is open to the public. There
is no admission charge.
"Luv" has been described as
a "delicious spoof on many
matters - love, marriage,
loneliness,
suicide,
housekeeping, etc." It is the
story of two men and a woman

pursuing
romance
with
Freudian jargon.
The Alpha-Omega troup
coming to UMR is one of three
such
touring
companies
produced by the Repertory
Theater of America. Each year
they cover about 50,000 miles

BpURO'S
BarIRes tau rant

A Winnerl
The winner of the Miner
Trivia Time Contest is John
May. The 2roup appearing in
the picture is Mason Proffit.
They pl3¥ed at UMR in
Centennial Hall on April 15, 1973
on Independent's Weekend. A
five dollar check will be
awarded to Jack for his prompt
answer.

each, playing one-night stands
in communities from Maine to
California and part of Canada.
There production style is very
simple, using a minimum of
props and scenery and creating
their settings in the imagination
of the audience.

DISCO
Thurs., Fri. & Sat.,

9:30-1 :00
1435 Hauck Dr. Forum II
341 -2110

BUY 1 SANCHO GET 1 FREE

"I didn't see a cop around here; did you?"
(Photo by P. Pollock)

----------

The Attic Lounge
& Restaurant
I

10th and Pine Streets
Lounge Hours: Tues. 8 p.m.-1 :30 p .m.
Wed .-Sat . 4 p .m .-1 :30 a ,m .
Restaurant Hours:
lunch: Mon .-Sat . , 11-2 p.m .
Dinner: Fri .-Sat. , 6:00-10 p.m.

TUESDAY
Foosball Tournament: 8:00 p l m.
Prizes Weekly
Crand Prize-A Pinball Machine
Beer : 25' per draw from 8:00-11 :00 p.m,

-----------

WEDNESDAY
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT-NO COVER CHARGE
All The Fried Shrimp You Can Eat
Includes Salad Bar and Hot Bread

with this card

When you treat your appdilt: tu a Taco Tico
Sancho . . , yuu'll gl'l anutht'r one free! Buy one
Taco Tico Saneho, at the re~ular price, and the
second one is un Taco Ticu. Stop by your neighborhood Tae" 'fico and !'njoy I wo delicious
Taco Tico Sanchos . _ . for th .. price of one!
Offer Expires Sept, 21. 1978
(Pre.ent this card when making purcha .. '

HAPPY HOUR
- Wednesday thru Friday 4 p.m.-7 p.m.

--

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
& DANCING
Thursday, Friday, Saturday

Coming Soon:
Backgammon, Etc
Il0.::l'' ""'"

II '"

II '"

I "11"1""'1

tEe
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__ Kat her ine A. Lan g
By Linda Marie
New to UMR's counselin g
staff this semester is Katherine
A. L ang. K athy, as she prefers
to be called , is a Intern
Counselor working towards her
Ph.D. in Counseling and
Psychology.
Kathy 's goal is, as she puts it,
to help students " find more
efficient, happier ways of living
and working. " She explains
that : " When I am more
efficient, I feel more positive
about myself and others.
Sometimes
that
involves
helping an individual manage
anxiety more effectively. At
other times it means warmly
encouraging
someone
to
explore new relationships."
She received her B.A . in Art
History from Smith College in
Northhampton, Mass., her M.A .

in Christian Education from the
Bethal Theological Seminary in
St. Paul, Minn ., and her MEd
from the UMC campus in
counseling
and
personnel
services.
Working as anything from a
Nursing Unit Assistant to a
kindergarten
teacher
to
teaching English as a second
language to children and adults
has occupied Kathy 's working
time since 1969.
Presently her professional
interests include individual
. counseling, facilitatin g groups,
workshop development and
coordination, communication
skills, career decision making
and counseling women entering
non-traditional career fields.
As a sort of final note, Kathy
had this to say: " The ratio of

,C on ce rn ing

KATH ERINE A. lANG
women to men and the difficulty
of work at UMR offers speCial
challenges to men and women
alike. I find myself very
stimulated to grow and try new
things here. ".

Food

Ad dit ive s
Many folks haven't the time percent of imported foostuffs
By Carla Danzer
to fix well-balanced, home- that we consume annually ..
made dinners with fresh Additives seem inevitable; yet.
produce and breads. Many many preservatives and other
To add or not to add - this
has
convenience foods, fabulously food chemicals could be altered
been
the
question
profferre d by the FDA since
popular due to the pace at which or done away with totally.
1958. Food additives, especially
our society scurries, almost Caramel coloring is added to
in these days of natural
totally consist of food additives, coke to appeal to the eye ; its
everything, are immensely
present for color, flavor, and only nutrients are in the form of
subjected
nutrition . If most food additives sugar. and appears to do
to
controversial
debate . Many folks feel that
were banned in America as they nothing exce'pt aClCl calOrIes.
anything added to the original
have virtually been banned in Flours are bleached, destroying
food is ridiculous . Yet, food
Norway and Denmark , there many of the natural vitamins
additives may be naturally or
would be no packaged cake obtainable from unbleached or
artificial ly synthesized, and,
mixes, gravies, quick oats, whole grain flours. Lunchmeats
margarin e, egg substitute , are dyed. to make them visually
this fact , if well-known , could
diabetic cookies. or " low-cal "
lead to the condonation of many
appealing so that consumers
beer.
food additives , even by the most
Obviousl y,
abrupt will buy ; however. these dyes
changes in our eating habits. and bleaches add nothing to the
strenuous chemical haters.
cooking
"Preserv ative-fre e" and " allpatterns.
and flavor or nutritional content of
vocational routine would have the product, and consumption of
natural" may sound great as
to occu r.
one reads the ingredients listing
these seemingly unnecessary
In our country. 92 percent of chemicals could be detrimental
(required by law to be present
the population subsists on what to one's health.
on every edible commodity
only 8 percent of the population
except those covered by
(cont. on pg. 8)
government food standards) , . produces, disregarding the 3.6
yet many dietary experts feel
that
food
companies,
by
by Tim Downs
changing
their
products'
recipes, have made irrationa l
modifications.
Many
preservatives and additives are
used
to
retard
spoilage, prevent molding and
other possible undesirable sideaffects which result from the
great time lapse between food
production and consumption.
Products just wouldn't stay
fresh, the pro-additive experts
say ; one would have to shop
more often
everyday,
probably - and much food
would spoil, leading to huge
wastes and an exponential
increase of food costs .

dow nsto wn

~r

Ed ile tte rs

IIIII

STATE MENTO F POLICY

The· opinions expresse d herein do not necessa rily
represen t the opinion or policies of the MISSOU RI
MINER. The ediletter s section is the sanctua ry of the
ge!1era I.publi~. All letters submitte d will, as in the past, be
Printed ," their unaltere d and original form when space in
this newspap er permits_

Dam es

organizations as well as
responsibilities to husbands and
children. Many of us who
already have received our
college degrees can certainly
appreciate the difficultie s faced
Dear Editor:
by full time student wives in
I would like to respond to particula r here at UMR.
However
, all of us occasionally
Student No. 45156 whose letter
denouncing the UMR DAMES need a break or some time for
ourselves
. We merely wished to
appeared in the September 7
inform those wives who were
issue of the Miner:
First. we regret causing looking for interesting activities
friendship
insult to you or other full time and
of
the
student wives through our letter possibilities available to them
DAMES.
of introduction. Our purpose in through
The
scholarship mentioned is one
writing the letter was to inform
the wives of UMR students of an such possibility. provided the
wife is taking at least one UMR
organization set up specifically
for their benefit. We did not course - that means full time
student
wives are also eligible.
intend to imply that any wife
Second, it is possible the
would. as you say, have nothing
listing
of
married students we
to do. All our members lead
busy lives. Some take classes. obtained may have been
incomple
te
. or incorrect. It
some work full time (a few even
listed both male and female
work more than one job). and
some do both, in addition to married students. but did not
indicate whether students were
handling volunteer duties for
DAMES
and
( cont. on pg. 11)
other

Reb uttal

--
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The Very Last Picture Show
SOURCE: UPI
The star of the movie hopes it
never will be shown on
television : It's a government
film telling you what to do in the
event of a nuclear holocaust.
The doomsday film - a series
of five video tapes
is
earmarked
for
training
purposes, and civil defense
spokesman Gleason Seaman
said they would be telecast only
if there is an impending nuclear
attack against the United
States.
Chicago physiCist Leonard
. Reiffel is being paid about
$50,000 for the script, artwork
and narration for the five
videotapes
about
what
Americans should do during a
nuclear onslaught, an official of
the Defense Civil Preparedness
Agency said.
" I hope the tapes are never
use<l for anything other than

training, " Reiffel said. " No
human being would want to be
the star of the largest and last
television show in history - no
sane human being. "
" These are being produced
for use in a severe crisis and are
only to be used in that time,"
another official said. " But there
is no significance to it being
done now. It's a very leisurely
thing, part of our routine and
that's very important for you to
understan~ . "

final distribution plans have
been formed.
Reiffel said the film content
was largely common sense and
people acquainted with nuclear
weaponry would know much of
the information in the films.

recognize signs of radiation
exposure.
The filming is being done at
the agency's staff college in
Battle Creek, Mich. So far three
tapes have been shot, an agency
official at the college said. Final
filming is scheduled to be
completed later this month.

Complied by Uncia Marie Pomer

" My personal opinion is that
it can do substantial good, not
miracles," he said. "But after
all even a few lives - and I'm
not saying that's all the films
would save
make a
difference. "

Overall costs of the project
are unknown, he said, because
no breakdown has been made
on studio and videotaping
expenses and he was not sure if

U nti t le
WIlen you leave, don't take a part of me
wltbyou

For wben I'm organizing my bead

Vitamin C, Good For You

I'll find In that missing part's stead

And Your Car

Are tbougbts of me and you, as we were,
Laugblng, joking, smoking

related processes in metal
treatments. " The ultimate goal
of research is to completely
replace chromate, which is
highly toxic and was recently
found to be a potent carCinogen
(cancer-causing agent) ," he
said in an interview.

SOURCE: AP
There's still another use for
vitamin C. It can prevent rust.
Vitamin C, also known as
ascorbic acid, has been touted
as a panacea for illnesses
ranging from colds to cancer,
but many scientists challenge
these medical claims.

ADd enjoying the simple sweetness

of eacb other.
The Missouri M iner i s seeking contributions f or Poet' s
Corner . Poems shou Id be not less than eight lines nor more
than twenty lines in length, Address all contributions to:
Poet' s Corner, Missouri Miner n.

~1II""""III""IIII11~~IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII"III""IIII11I11I11UlLlr"""""""I11"1111!l

~

Vitamin C is especially good
on iron-based metals, when
topped with paint, he said.
There also is evidence that it
will work well with copper, he
said.

However,
Nicholas
T.
Castellucci, a researcher for
PPG
Industries
Inc.
of
Springdale, Pa., said today that
there is no doubt that vitamin C
is a good corrosion inhibitor for
metal surfaces.
He reported the discovery at
the national meeting of the
American Chemical Society.

Auto Parts-Accessories-Speed Equipment
§
§
Discount Prices To All
§
§ 513 Hwy, 63 S,
Rolla, Mo.
364-5252 §

!ii1ll1ll""""IIII1111""""11"""""I""1111"II""""""""I11II11HIR""llll""""""Illii!

" For the last 50 years, people
have been trying to find a
chrome substitute, but no one
has," he said. But he cautioned,
"Ascorbic acid generally isn' t
as good, but is is effective
enough for many applications."

Castellucci said ascor bic acid
could par tly replace chrome-

~

HuuK AUTO SUP ... Y

§

Cut-Rate

PACKAGE LIQUOR
12 pkg. or case

WARM BEER PRICES
formerly

The 15-minute tapes will deal
with such things as how to
improvise shelters against
radiation bombardment, what
to expect in a nuclear attack
and how to monitor and

Greyhound Bus Depot
•••••••••••

Cut-Rate

Miner McDonald' s Warning To UMR Opponents:
" When you fece th e M iners Eleven,
Count your bones and p ray;:)

Ronald- "Wat ch our Bulldogs in action"

Rolla's Bulldog

...

"

......""''''''

t o Hflavfln, For what

Football Factory-

you see is N O T w hat
you get, cuz you ain't

seen the first t eam Yflt _"
Sep t . 2, Wm . Penn , 1: 30 p. m .; Sep t. 23, Kansas State Pittsburgh
( PO ), 1:30 p.m. ; Sept. 30, E v ang el , 1: 30 p. m .

SUN

W ED

TUES

MON

DUC K 'n ' DIVE SQUA RE DA NCERS
Sep tem ber 13, 1978 Par ki ng Lot, 8: 30 p.m. · 10 p.m.

THURS

FRI

SAT

DAVE~~~~RBER

4
3 ~:I:~~eL~n~~r~u~:t!
Musc ul ar Dy, l r o phy

" BuyA Large Fr y . We
Don .telOCen ls To
Muscular Dy,lrophy

V1clim,ByM'klng
Jerry L..... II·s T.lel ho n
A Hu geSuccen.
" 81,1'1' A L.rgeFry · We
DOnlile IDCenlSTo
Muscul.rDyllrop h v
"Top O il Th e H ol1~"
WilhAMc Don.l d ',
HoI F udge Sundae."

5

Mc DONA L D',
SLOGAN tHT E
"TwoA1I 8eel Politi".
Specl.IS.uce.Leltuce,
Cheese. PICkl es, Onlons
On A hume Seed Bun.
S'v II In7Seconds·
Win A 811go' Fries
hyll ln 4Secondlo.
Wl nABrtllk'UI
4p. m .·'p.m .

H ULA HOOP
O ne Hoop · Wln A
B.gol Fries
Two Hoo p, . Wln A Burger
Three Hoops · Win A
Bre.k'ut
Sen,or Cihren·One HOOp.
Win A Bre.k ful
'p. m " ' p. m . "W henYou
Gol II. F I.unl II. We Do.
We Sell BIG MACS ."

o~eU~C::'~~:

10

____ _

17
NoF uu
No M un
We OO ltA ti .
H.veYou r Bi rt hdlly
P. rly In O ur
Ro noJldRoo m .
C.II l41·211O. Ask
F orM. n .ger

24
UMR MEAL P LA N
CerliflulesAy,ilable
AI All Hours. Sook
" Did You EyerS"
ABu, Sm llt ? W. l ch One
Aller DInIn g
AI McDon.ld·s "

D~~~:O:.~~:A

18
19
BUBBLE G UMNITE
B.goI F r 1"
One Inch Bubble ·Win A
T .... o Hoo p ,. Win A Burger
B'g 01 Frits
Three Hoo p s·Win A
Thr" Inch SloIb b le·Win A
Br eak lasl: Senio r Cllizen.
BUflil e r ; Fiye Inch
One Hoop. Wln A

BrUk~~:I~·:~.~,

p .m .
OO Vegu.
G"G. m blers Go T
ourmelS To M( onal d ·,."
25
TONGUE TWISTER
NITE
511" II R,ghl.1 0 1 2
Win A B.g 01 Frle ~
S.y II RIght h I TIme
W,n A Br ~a kl.~1
'p m ·' pm
"111'1

:oor~:t'~~: The

EGG McMU F FIN "

6

7

CAN OE U TE OI NNER
"A 81G MAC , A SHAKE
AND THOU:'
'p. m ·'p. m .
"Afl er 1 Hours In
Emergencv, S.m SchwoJrlr
W.sR.u,hedBy
Ambul.nce To Roll.
Mc Donllld', Where Hls
BlgM.cAltll(k
W.sCur~ . "

8

Mc Donlll d Prices."
'p. m .. 'p. m .
" There Art 7,m Dro ps
01 DellcloUI GOOdn eu In
Our St r a .... b"rv Sh llkes."

LAUGH NIT E 20
L.ugh For ]O Seco nd l
Win A Surger
L.iugh For A MinUTe
W,n A Breaklasl
'p..m .. ' p .m .

2 1
CAN DE LI TE D INN ER
We lc:omlTo All Our
No Rtse r v.l lon, Ple,se!
Ne .... Memben From
SUli n g For '44
Th e Sum"'lIn And
Ro m . nl lu
W'y ne,vl ll e Ar eas. Sring
'p. m .. ' p. m .
Yo u r F.mlllts lind Frilnd,

CAN O E L ITE DINN ER
" A NlteAtThe

P
V
bc-',-"oc
' ",'

'

I

I

M;6:~::~:~:Tohe

OneOI The F.mlly "

Jungle"

~!:- ~ I

28

Of

"Umlll'Sund.t'ITo

29

CANOE L ITE OINNER
" No Co .. .., \,.n,,, 10:'
No MInimum "
'p.m .,p m
" Ep itome 01 Success
A UO,OOOMerndn,

M.ny Rttlred Cllire n ,W ho
Should Gel 011 Their
Dulh, Bt'come A(live And
P.nOn Th ei r
KnOwledge And SkUh To
The Younge r Gener oJllon

AI McDon.ld.S"

"T:~~cA~:n~~dL: ~~"

AA~:aCu:~~!I~I:mo':~~~~n

Roll.

~l~· ;'m~ullon

~

' c..i'

u./-

r

~

Rolla High School

. <2

~~.-~~~

Ro ll, H. S. v' . l e b' non
7: 10p. m .

~~:0~~ohc~:~'hl;r~ I;~:9

THAT OUR SELEC T ED
POTATOES .
SPECIAL
FORMULA
AND
PROCEDURES HAVE MADE
OUR FRIES T H E MOST
POPULAR IN THE WORLD.

EVERY THURSDAY BY
POPU L AR R EQU ES T

~L'"

T;I~~;r~~,~~:~~e

A;~A~:L~F~~:i~~ BI~i~
T E A.

16

Like An Old F ool.
YouC",n ' t But
Elperlence.

23

M IN ERS VS .
KANSAS ST ATE .
PITTSB URGH ( POI
1:10P .M .

SE'9 '. I,, ' Spri"9 f lelaGlenda l e
Sep l. 8 Sprlngtield Cenlral
Sep l. IS Lebonon
S('p l 70 Ful ton
OCI . 60,) 1 Ht'HoJ!.
Oct . 14Wa v ne~vjlle
Oc t. 2I/l ' St. LoulsMercy
OC I. 11S I. Lou lsV ioJ nney
NOv Ja ' M ex lco

'"

'"
'"
.00
'"
'00

130

.00
'"

Wlfe : "I've Ch.nge-<!

W,'h ' ' ' ' ' ' ' For Two "
Your F.m il y1 8 e
= ±::::'"'"'':.:A::;'M:;,o::O:::,":;:
. :::Id,:;
" .-:;
" o=l=

HULA HOOP
2 6 CALL CF THE WILD 2 7
One Hoop . Win A B.g
1 Wolf Howl ,W,nA B.o
01 Fr.,, ; Two Hoop , .Win A -0 1 Ffl u; T. run Yell.W,n.
Burger . Three Hoop~. Win A ' Burlie r ; Co"ot e Howl W,n A'
BrUkful ; Senior Cjtilen~ . I Brt'aklul, 6 p . m .. ' p . m .
One Hoop. WIII A BrUkl"I, ' " T.n.n ·, YellWu. Mvth.
'p m ., p m . " There Are
He Be" Hil Chut And
No Lonely Customers In
Scrumed In F ru s tration .

Ey~~~I:n~~~D:;:~~~~ As

9

GOLD~ ~U~RC H ES 22

..

Finished Product

Are You Aware?

Grlldu.leApphed For
JObA I Mc Donllld'!..
Owner : " I'll Hire You,
Sweep Up Th e Slore."
E x.M iner · " Bu ll ' m A
Co l lege Gradu.le."
Owner : "Ok.y, I'll Show
You How."

15

SQUARE OA NCE
TONIGHT
Duck ' n' Dive Square
D.ncers · BlIck Lol
1 :10p .m .. 10 :OO p .m .
E ... ery o neW.lcome.
" Afler Two O.ys In
Th. Hosplt. I, ITook
A T urn F or The Nu " e ."

..r:;:I~~~::~::.~~~~~:p~·... B:~:::::~::~~~.D:::::"
S;~:~~~~rLyO;~~~at
"""'"7.""W"''•.,-= +-_____
" BIG MAC,"
Number I SandWi(h =

ThnllOf W.'c:hlng
Terry Ryan.O n eO I
TheGrulRunnenIn
TheN,hon.

GOLDEN ARCHES
CLUB
Would You Selieve
1.000 Members And
GrowIng ?
" II 'S The Good Llle
AI Mc Don.ld·s"
Roll. H.S. YI. Spflnglleld
Cenl ral .7 :10P.M .

14

13

W H IS TL ER'S NIT E 11
A
12
Wolf Wh islle·W ln A Burger
B.g 01 Frits
UM R ME Al. PLAN
Wh i1t1 e Dixl .. Win A
T.... o Hoo p$.Whl A Burger
Br tak f UI-4 p . m .. ' p . m .
Three Hoops.Wl n A
An E ng ilgedN ud lsl
"You C.n F oo l So m e 01
Br ukl.,1
Cou p le Dtcl d e-<! To
The Pl'Op le Some 0 1 Th e
Senior ClllEen.One Hoop.
Br •• k Up. Th. Ruson ?
Ti m e, Bul Yo u C. n 'l Fool Wi n A Brea kf u t" pm .' p m
" We'Ye BHn Seei n g Too
All Th e P eo ple All
' O ld You E ver Wonder Why
M uc hOIE .ch Ol her."
The Time. Th ere 15 No
Your F I,hermen F riends
Su b ,t1tule For Th e
Or d er F llel.O. F ilh
--,=r
R.~.,'_'T_"
h l,,
" ". ·- "8",
IG::.;M:;;.A
:o:C:;;
.·-;;
· : I -_ A",I Mc Don , ld 'I?"

SEASON OPENER! !! 2
UMRM ine rs "'!'.
WllIh,m Penn - l :10l'.M .
TickehA .... II.bleAI
S"dium. Grnt Haillime

NolII'd For II 's Elcitlng
H;o lrcul " 11. B"I Known
For Piercing Mor e Ear s
a" Accidenl. Th . n IS
Done Inlenlion.l1" In
The Resl 0 1 Mhsour l.
" SuyA L.rgeFry·We
Do n lil e 10Cenl,To
MusculllrDy,lroph'f. "

September
UMR M EA L PL A N
BuyA L.,ge SlInd wlch,
S.goIFri" . GeIA
Me-<!ium Sire Cold D rink
F r.e . Sund .y~ Ope n
ToCloH.

1

HUlb~~f:;~:;k::ne:ven.

8« N , •.
=-;-'= " = ' " =:;-;;;;;!

MINER,~;: pE~ANGEL30
Once Upon A T,m e A
Lion Ale A Bull And
Nil' FeU So Good Tholl
Ht' Ro.red And Ro.red A
Hunter Hurd Him And
Killed HIm Wilh One

Sho~r~~ru~: :O~~:~I~ou

Keep Your Moulh Shul.

Birthdays

SIgn

Sepl . 4 Gt'orge Mun
Virgo
Sept 6 Eye Strav m.n is
V"go
Sepl 10 J ennu~ Fllf
V"go
Sept 11 Kim Brlnkle"
V"go
Sepl 11 N.ncv K'\lffman
VITgo
St'pt 18 C~role M",tukewl(l f P oilsh P"n(eu) V,rgo
Stpl 11 Debbie SQuires
V"go
Sept 27 D"rlene McOon.ld
Llbr.

CREWPERSON OF THE MONTH
LARRY ADA IR

Sapphire
S.pphlre
S.pphlre
S.pphlre
S.pphlre
S.pphlre
SoJpph,re
SoJpph tre
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on Additives

•••

Many food additives, such as
F90d additives are present in
lecithin, ascorbic acid, and almost every packaged item in
carrageenan, are obtained the grocery store : the next time
directly from fruits, vegetables you eat something, glance over
and milk products. The food the ingredients listing. Many
industry insists on copying companies are striving to
these
products,
replacing produce
near-natural
or
naturally-synthesized and fair- additive-free
foods
at
a
ly nutritious additives with reasonable price, providing
frighter.ing conglomerations of stiff competition for those
questionable chemicals - the companies who are too cheap ,
reason being that natural unconcerned, or ignorant to
substances are much more attempt to produce in a closermanner.
costly to obtain than their to-nature
chemical replicas.
Consequently, it's becoming
Flavor perkers are apparent easier to eat naturally . I feel
in many dairy and meat that
while
the chemical
products, and in snacks such as additives and preservatives are
cookies and potato chips. under surveillance and have
side-affects,
Monosodium glutamate, a well - questionable
known flavor enhancer was they should be avoided or, at
banned by the FDA in IlI71 for a least,
and
conscientiously
few months, -since it was discriminatinl!lv
cO!lsumed.
suspected to have caused Junk-food junkies and those
cancer in laboratory animals. who are unaware of what they
Now, it's still on the market and consume could be doing
is still added to an uncountable critically irreversible damage
amount of foods. Is this really to their bodies. Eating habits
necessary? Perhaps MSG is directly affect behavior, mental
just replacing what a little process
and
physical
culinary talent and a few herbs performance. Perhaps you
could do much more naturally really are what you eat.
____________________________

A good meal at Ray l Cafeteria last week ca used the trampling of seven students at
the Quad. The stampede also serious ly damaged t he grass.
(Photo by Pollock)
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E WHISTLE STOP
BEAUTY SHOP
Complete Beauty Service
ring Guys and Gals Hair Stylin
REDKEN PRODUCTS
Open: Monday· Friday 8:30·5:00 p.m .
Thursday Evening lote by Appointment

First, a brief moment of
silence in honor of Keith Moon,
one
of
rock's
greatest
drummers who died from a
drug overdose one week ago
today.

And now, a brief moment of
applause in honor of our very
own SUB for appropriating the
services of one of the world's
best jazz-rock violinists: JeanLuc Ponty.
A relative coup, to say
the least,
by the SUB when
one considers the recent
musical offerings submitted for
the student's approval. I sho'
nuff hope that you can all show
your appreciation by attending
this Saturday evening. I was
lucky to see Monsieur Ponty a
mere 13 months ago at the
MRF, along with Renai ssance.
I'll remind you again to listen
for "Off the Beaten Track" , an
hour-long show featuring music
and
interviews
with

contemporary musicians, on
Thursday night at 8. I'll remind
you ; that does not necessarily
mean it will be on. That will
depend on the U.S. Postal
System (a column in itself).
Another mistake was made in
last week's column:
the
Wednesday night album was
listed as "Octave" by The
Moody
Blues.
We
had
overlooked
the
upcoming
concert this weekend and so
changed our collective mind.
We all hope you enjoyed the
Ponty album and for those of
you who were looking forward
to The Moody Blues, listen in
next week. Also, do not forget
about " The Box Tapes' next
Wednesday at 7 P.M .

Monday at 8:30 p.m. - Todd
Rundgren - "Hermit of Mink
Hollow"
Tuesday at 9 A.M . - David
LaFlamme - " Inside Out"
Bluegrass Show : Wed at 4 "Red
Allen
and
the
Kentuckians"
Wednesday at 8:30 P.M . Moody Blues - "Octave"
Wed.
at
midnight
on
Improvisations - Ron Carter " Pegleg"
Thursday at 9 A.M . - Leo
Kottke - " Burnt Lips"
Friday at 12 :30 - UFO " Obsession"

Karen lewis. Owner & Opera

SPECIAL
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Frodo lives !
J .R.

Roll a, Mo .

Im..i'

' ~e"

1107 Pine

HAIRB

Rolla . Mo .

364-3161

ASHERy
602 ELM STREET
ROLLA, MISSOURI

Br ings Yo u The Very Latest In
Men's And Women's Hair Fashio.ns
Need a new look for fall?
let the profes si on als at
THE HAIRBERDASHERY
care for yo ur hair.
"WHEN YOU LOOK GOOD, YOU FEEL GOOD."
INTRODUCING: KAREN CARTER
Makeup specialist . facials. 364·6416 •

HAIR DESIGNERS

364-5495

~

ERD

Trophies
Nike Leather Basketball
Shoes-Highs And Lows

1003 Pine

~.-'; ~

THE

KEY
SPORT SHOP

SPORT

Rolla.

3 Carnations in Bud

The albums fea tured this
coming week:
Sunday at 8 P.M . - Johnny
Winter - " White Hot and Blue"
"Changes" :
Sunday
at
midnight - Sonny Fortune " Infinity Is"
Monday at midnight
Jefferson
Airplane
"Volunteers"

REY -====-

341·2447

301 N . Main

Jim Stevenson
Peggie Johnson
Evelyn Bias
_Mary Kay Halbrook
Carol Akers
Marla Dothage
Karen Carter

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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But what you really want to
read about is Jean-Luc Ponty. I
know you people. Ponty-this,
and Ponty-that. Well, this is
going to be a Ponty-weekend.
For those readers who'd like to
know more about Mr. Ponty,
here's a brief run-downJean-Luc began his musical
career as a prodigy of sorts on
classical violin. His progression
in music was fairly straightforward until, as legend has it,
he attended a session at a Paris
jazz club, and was immediately
fascinated by this new, to him,
music. He immediately began
studying and playing more and
more jazz music, continuing his
classical career until he began
recording his own jazz-rock (or
fusion) albums, the latest of
. which is "Cosmic Messenger"
on Atlantic Records. Jean-Luc
has performed with artists as
diverse as Frank Zappa
("Jean-Luc Ponty Plays the
Music of Frank Zappa " ),
Mahavishnu John McLaughlin
( "Visions of the Emerald
Beyond," "Apocalypse") and

Stephane Grappelli. Mr. Ponty
is a modern master of electric
violin and brings a wide variety
of influences to his thoughtful
and visionary music. His last
three albums, "Imaginary
Voyage," "Enigmatic Ocean"
and "Cosmic Messenger" have
all been truly progressive in the
sense of expanding musical
horizons. Mr. Ponty is in touch,
he's in tune, and he'll be in the
Multi-purpose Building this
Saturday. If you care about
getting more artists of JeanLuc Ponty's caliber and genre,
please come on out. Two bucks
for Jean-Luc Ponty is one hell of
a bargain. It's time for UMR to
show an interest in quality
music of a jazz persuasion, or
listen to country-rock for the

The world's largest atom
smasher is being used in a
project that may lead to cures
for
previously
incurable
cancers.
Thursday was the second
anniversary of the use of
neutron beams to treat cancer
patients in an experimental
program at Fermi National
Accelerator Laboratory near
Batavia.
Those first two years have
been good ones, two project
officials say.
"The results are promising,
encouraging, and in some cases
dramatic, but we must be
cautious until we get long-term
results," said Lionel Cohen,
head ofthe project.
"We have had some very
encouraging
preliminary
results," Miguel Awschalom,
head of Fermi's
deputy
department of cancer therapy ,
said Wednesday. Experts say
they are not yet sure what the
long-term side effects of such
treatment may be.
The neutron beam used in the
project is extracted from a
linear accelerator
without
interfering with the operation of
the world's .largest atom
smasher, which is at the Fermi
laboratory.

QUALITY CLEANERS
EXPERT CLEANING REASONABLY PRICED
Rolla, Mo. 65401
108 W. 7th St.

............................
••• ~ BEE LINE CAB •••
••
•••
••
••
¢
PER PERSON
•
•• SPECIAL STUDENT FARE
•• (Phone 364-8797 for details) ••••
••............................ •
/

~

50

/

.J

Stl.U€l-

~

next two millenia. Jazz isn't
dead, it just smells funny.
Before you move on to the
next column, I'd like to express
my sympathy for the student
unfortunate enough to be in the
wrong place at the wrong time
to be made "an example of" by
Rolla's finest on Friday,
marring
an
otherwise
spectacular fall outing by the
Board. I would fervently hope
that this is not representative of
the attitude toward what have
been traditionally noisy, but
relatively harmless student
outings. Beer bust doesn't have
to take on an ominous second
meaning.
It can't happen here.
Ward Silver

Neutron Cancer
Treatment ·
SOURCE; AP

,

Classified Ads~1
WANTED : People to Party at AEPi's "Big Bash" on Sept. 23,
8:00p.m.

LA [l.JG «lJ!R 0If \]-HM

As most of you have no doubt
noticed, parking at, or near,
campus is highly dependent on
LUCK. (Law of Unfortunate
Community ' Behavior). This
system of Parking Through
LUCK (or PTL) has always
been the main hassle for
student drivers at UMR and is
not getting any better.
The situation could be vastly
improved by a) improving your
parking skills. There are far too
many half-length and thirdlength spaces which could be
combined and used if only
drivers (whom I would be
complimenting to call fools)
would take the extra ten
seconds to park in a minimum
amount of space. Another idea,
b) Don't drive unless you have
to, and then take ·extra riders if
possible and drive at some
other time than fifteen minutes
before class. These may take a
small amount of personal effort
on the part of the individual,
but, we're all supposed to be big
boys and girls, so cooperation
between all of us should not be
unreasonable. Of course, you
can buy a relatively worthless
silver parking permit which
entitles you to park just as far
away
from
campus
as
everybody
else,
with
no
guarantee of space.
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The facility is one of five in
the
country
where
the
experiments
are
being
conducted. They are sponsored
by the National Institutes of
Health and are expected to
continue for another two to
three years.
Awschalom said neutron
therapy may develop into an
alternative to surgery "in cases
where surgery can be very
disfiguring, such as amputation
of a limb or removal of large
parts of the head or neck. "
The laboratory has completed
treatment of 205 patients, 183
with neutron-beam therapy and
22 with conventional radiation,
.Awschalom said. Most of the
patients had malignant tumors
of the head and neck region.
Others had cancer of the
pancreas, . cervix, prostate,
brain, lung and bone. All were
advanced cancers.
"The most exciting thing is
that almost all of the patients
responded favorably, either
with a shrinkage of their tumors
or in some cases, complete
disappearance," Cohen said.

Oneor two female roommates needed to share house off Hwy. 63
just north of Rolla. Nice house with reasonable rent. J am 23 yrs.
old. Call 364·2443 before 7:30A.M . or after 5 P.M. during the week .
Attention Diane (House 2), from McCluer North, St. Louis. The
class of 'n defensive monsterguard of the McCluer North Stars
would love to meet you (104, Farrar>.
DaveB.

RUMD
Hairstyling
Men's & Women's
Stylin.
long or Short
We give the look you wont
with complete control.
Forget The Rest
Use The Best

Hairstyling Champion

1973, 1974 and 1975

By Appointment
~1-2668

1431 Hauck Dr.
Rolla, MO.

Mon .-Fri. 9·5:30
Sot. 8-"
Rollo, Mo .

HILLBILLY FUNLAND
Pool
Video Games
formerly Greyhound Depot

--50¢--ol~F-:~~~~c~-T
..r::
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Johnny's Smoke Stak
~t Bar-a.Que)

:

~

-= _.

"

Phone 364·4838
John & Wend, Hoch

Highway 72 al Rolla 51.
Rolla. Missouri .
L __________ COUPON
_________ J
72 East
•
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Bill Mine r '
By ED LATIMER
Bill Miner and his parents
pulled up in their late model
Cutlass and looked up at the
building that was to be home for
Bill during the next nine
months.
"So this is where all the
GDD's live, huh?" asked Bill's
mother as she opened the door.
She got out, as did her husband
and son, Bill, and continued to
look at the huge brick building
as well as at the other students
lying around the front door area
who likewise stared back. The
sign by the door said, "GDD
House," and a large banner was
stretched across the top of the
three-story building that read:
"Welcome GDD's, Parents, and
Sisters over the age of 18."
A slender youth wearing
nothing but some high school
gym trunks and a Cat Diesel hat
approached the threesome,
"Hi, I'm Mark Conrad, the
Head RA here at the GDD
House. Come on in and I'll show
you around."
As the group passed by the
people lying around by the front
door Bill could feel their eyes
pierCing him. "So this is GDD
life," thought Bill to himself.
Mark showed Bill and parents
up to the third floor. A loud
stereo greeted them and hardly
anyone could hear himself
think. As they entered the hall
from the steps, Mark, being the
first one through, immediately
fell to the ground and started
crawling on his knees to Bill's
room. Bill and his parents were
extremely puzzled by this, and
looked
at
one
another
wondering what was wrong
with Mark. But Bill just
shrugged his shoulders and
stepped through into the hall
anyway. SMACK!! A frisbee hit
Bill on the side of the head and
stunned him. But before he even
looked up to see who had thrown
it, a big, booming voice yelled
out above the stereo," GET
THE -- OUT OF THE WAY."
Bill immediately got on all
fours and started crawling after
Mark. Bill's parents looked at
each other in shock and
disbelief, but nevertheless knelt
down and crawled after the two.
Once inside Bill's supposed
room, he and his parents raised
up and looked around the room.
There, to their embarrassment,
were no less than twelve
parents and six boys, some
sitting on the edge of the bed
and some standing, with
luggage
strewn
about
everywhere.
"Look at that! Another boy in
this room . That makes seven!
There's got to be some
mistake! " squawked one of the
mothers out of the crowd. Mark
threw up his hands and bolted

out of the room before anyone
else could start to yell at him.
"What happened here?"
asked Bill.
"I'll tell vou what," said one
irate woman, "the University
has messed up and put six-no,
wait-seven people in h~re! If
my Johnny doesn't have a place
to stay tonight he's going to
catch his death of a cold.
Johnny, dear, wherever you
sleep tonight be sure and cover
up. I've got blankets in the car
and-"
"Oh, mom!" blurted out one
little blonde-haired youth, "I'll
be alright."
Bill quickly surveyed the
situation. "I don't think it would
be that bad. We all have about I
drawer apiece, and we could
sleep four at a time in shifts
while the rest of us study. I
usually study about ten hours a
day anyway."
This apparently got a
negative reaction as Bill saw
everyone stand up and start to
yell at him at once.
The door opened up and in
walked a big, tall, black-haired
youth with a clipboard in hand,
and said, "Uh, there's been
some prank- I mean mistake
made here, uh, someone led you
all into this room as a prank- uh,
mistake I mean, uh, if you'll
come with me, uh, I'll show you
to your, uh, rooms." As he said
this he turned to walk out the
door, but instead walked into
the wall. "Ouch, uh, you stupid
wall."
Bill was up at 7:00 Monday
morning for his first class at
8: 30. He undressed and got in
line to wait for a shower. When
one finally opened up he started
to walk in but got run over from
behind by a big kid who Bill
knew was on his floor. The big
kid jumped into the shower and
hit the water. "Sir," squeaked
Bill, "I was waiting for that
shower."
"Oh yeah, punk, well I was
waiting in my room for this
shower," blurted out the bigger
kid.
"Oh, then that's fair,"
stammered Bill.
"Listen, kid, I played second
string guard in Class I-A high
school football in Cheyenne,
Missouri. I'm the floor jock, and
no one messes with me!" the
bigger kid said with a menacing
look on his face.
"Oh, gosh!" gasped Bill. He
decided maybe it was best to
skip his shower and went over
to the cafeteria to eat breakfast.
He waited in line and finally got
his food: rehashed browns and
a yellow liquid on his plate that
he heard one person call "liquid
eggs." Bill recognized a bunch
of guys from his floor and sat
down with them. He thought it
was strange after he finished
his meal that no one had said a

~

Joe Mine r
By ED LATIMER
Joe Miner and his parents
(mom and dad) pulled up to the
Epsilon Alpha Tau house in
their late model Cutlass and
looked at the old stone house.
There were several people
sitting around on the front
porch and lawn, all with beers
in hand except one. "So this is
fraternity life, hUh?" remarked
Joe's mother as she opened her
door. She got out and continued
to stare at the house as Joe and
her husband got out and did the
same.
By the huge two front doors
there was a big stone plaque on
the side of the building that had
the fraternity letters "EAT" on
them. On the top of the threestory building was a banner
that read: "Welcome Pledges,
Humans."
A tall, slender youth in EAT
gym shorts (the one who hadn't
been drinking) approached the
three, saying, "Hello! And
welcome to EAT fraternity.
I'm Kike Monrad, fraternity
president. Come in and I'll show
you around."
The group slowly walked up
the stone steps of the front
porch and to the two huge
wooden . doors. Joe could feel
their eyes piercing through
him. A loud belch from one of
the people sitting on the front
porch eased Joe's tension as he
realized he would be among his
own kind. CREEEE EAAAK! !
Kike had opened one of the
doors and led the three upstairs,
with Kike's arm around Joe's
father, explaining how well Joe
would like fraternity life.
As they approached the stairs
leading to the upper rooms of
the house, a loud cry was heard,
"GARBA GE!" Instantly Kike
pulled Joe's parents out of ·the
way, but Joe did not react in
time. A loud crash was heard as
a grocery sack of empty beer
cans cascaded on Joe's head.
Joe was momentarily stunned,
but shook it off.

HOM E MAD E ICE CREA M
We Have Added To Our Menu:
Bar RQ. Beef and Ham. _.... Only

89 c
c
. Only 65

Foot Long Hot Dog. . . . .
At The Old Kentucky Fried Chicken
Hwys. 72 and 63

. "You've got to watch for that
around here. Anything someone
wants to get rid of they just
throw down these steps, plus,
it's a $2 fine if they don't yell."
An apprehensive Mr. and
Mrs. Miner followed Kike up the
steps.
As they reached the third
floor and entered into the hall,
Kike explained how rigidly the
no-girl policy was in the
fraternity.
"There
are
absolutely no female guests
allowed up here," explained
Kike. Just then, a female voice
was heard laughing from inside
one of the rooms, and a highpitched voice giggled, "John,
come on, now. stop it, John."
TECHN OLOGY

>-

Kike remained perfectly calm
and said, " However. Little
Sisters
are
more
than
welcome ."
An apprehensive Mr. and
Mrs. Miner followed Kike down
the hall. Kike opened the door
and the threesome stood
aghast. The room had junk
piled knee deep throughout.
Kike waded through and
motioned for the others to
follow . "We're waiting for one
of our grad seniors to come
back
and pick
up his
belongings," said Kike.
Joe quickly came to grips
with the situation, saying,
"Well, couldn't we shovel it out
(cant. on pg_ 11l
STATE OF THE ART

Bendix Kansas City Division . a prime contractor with
the Departme nt of Energy, has been manufact uring
and procuring componen ts for the national defense
program since 1949 .
We will be interviewi ng December engineerin g
and compute r science graduate s on campus
Septembe r 25, 26 and 27.
Check with your placemen t office for sign-up schedules .

"A commitm ent to quality"

Kansas City

DMsion

Rolla Craft-Hobby

1009 Pine Rolla, Mo. 364-5581

longhorn Steak House &lounge
(Former ly Crossroa ds Restaura nt)
1-44 & Hwy. 68
OPEN: 6:00 a.m. to 1:00 a.m.
Tuesday thru Saturday
OPEN: Till 10:00 p.m. on Sunday
Serving Your Favorite Mixed Beverage
live Music: OBERA at piano nightly
Dining till 9:00 p.m.
Phone 265·7211

GR AN D OP EN ING

1r-Any 13"
Pizza
--------Any
Pizza~1
---16"---

1JUST $3.50
1

JUST

$4.5011

Special GRAND OPENIN G offer good thru ~~pt. 21, 1978.
One coupon per custome r per VISit.

11735 N. Bishop
364-4544

1

1

Po-.tZZ8. ;......

1
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--------NO--ON --BUFFET
---Introd ucing
All the pizza, salad & spagh etti you can eat

(cont. on pg. 11)

Rolla Sweet -Shoppe

t
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Just

$249 Monday through Friday, 11 :30 a.m.-1 :30 p.m.

COM ING SOO N! Tue sda y Nig ht ·
Buf fet
1735 N. Bishop

Pl zz ai nn .
"""'w got a feeling you're gonna Iil<£ us."e

364-4544
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A Tale of Two Stud ents
part 1 cont ,
Bill Mine r Con t "You're going to like it here, I
word during breakfast except,
~'This--_ . "

At 8: 00 Bill hurried to get his
big stack of books and put his
calculato r on his belt and
started to walk up to class. As
he was about to enter the quad
on campus, Bill heard a voice
yell out athim, "Hey, you!"
Bill turned around to see who
had yelled at him, and stared(To be contnued next week)

can tell."
Mrs. Miner then broke in,
"Well, let's go out and get your
stuff, Joe."

Don 't Mis s The se SUB Eve nts ~
Bill Hay mes CoH ee Hou se
Frid ay 8:0 0p. m. at Sna k Bar
or
Jea n-Iu c Pon ty Con cer t
Sat urd ay 8:0 0p. m.
at the Mu lti-P urp ose Bui ldin g

Joe woke up bright and early
at 8: 15 for his 8: 30. He looked at
his clock and jumped out of bed.
No time for a shower, but he
took one anyway. He went for
breakfast at 8:25. Joe asked the
cook for three eggs and two
sausage.
Joe received four pancakes,
but he didn't really care what
he ate. After snarfing them
into the hall until he comes down, it was 8:28. What
timing.
back?"
He ran up and got his one spiral
Kike smiled at Joe and s"ill
notebook and his multi-colored
pen and started down the stairs.
Joe was all the way out past
the front lawn when he
All four campuses of the
remembered he hadn't put his
pledge pin on! Joe quickly Universit y of Missouri will
decided upon the alternatives: share a special cultural event
Conti nued
be a couple minutes late for during the month of November.
class, or risk being thrown into Sponsored by the University, I
Musici,
an
internationally
recently married' or new to ttie ' the pond.
Joe sprinted back into the known 12-member chamber
campus. We attempte<l to send
music group from Italy, -will
letters to all wives of married house to grab his pledge pin. On
present concerts in Columbia ,
students, whether or not the the way up the steps, Joe heard
wive was also a student or the a loud cry, " LAUNDR Y!" Joe Kansas City, Rolla and St.
Louis.
.
couple was new to the tried to turn and run, but it was
universit y. Our intention was too late: a half-ton of dirty
The group will perform in
not to exclude but rather to underwear,
shorts,
socks, Centennial Hall on the Rolla
include. We hoped to bring the jeans, sheets, a box of Tide and campus Tuesday,
Nov. 14, at 8
opPortunities DAMES offers to
a sheet of Bounce. Joe struggled p.m.
the attention of all wives who
and surfaced for air. Grabbing
might be interested in or need of
the handrail, he made it up the
I Musici, which translates
them. If, in the process of
stairs and to his room and into "the musician
s," was
attemptin g to reach those
grabbed his pledge pin and took
interested
off for class (in that order).
wives,
we
inadvertently contacted people
As Joe 'approached the quad,
without use for our services, we he heard a voice yell in his
hardly can be criticized . direction , "HEY YOU!"
Advertisers
constantly
Joe' turned to see who had
OOmbard the entire public with yelled and stood there staring
at
their promotions, yet only the
small sector truly in need of
(To be continued next week)
the product benefits from the
advertising. The same can be
said of our efforts for DAMES.
We had planned to send
separate letters to newcomers
GEORG E'S BARBER SALON
and those familiar with the
town
and
campus,
with
PhOJ1~ 364-7270
additional
information
COMPLETE BARBER SERVICE
specifically for full time student
HAIR STYLING
FREE HAIR ANALYSIS
HAIR PIECES
wives included. However, due
HAIR STRAIGHT ENING
RAZOR CUTS
to time factors involved,
BLENDING SHEAR &
SCULPTURE CUTS
problems with some of the
REGULAR CUTS
offices and services utilized,
8th St. , Rolla , Missour i 65401
financial arrangements and
Ramsey Bldg . Upstairs
other technical difficultie s, we
This Ad Is Redeem able For $1.00 Toward ; Hair Style s
were unable to do so. Therefore ,
the letter had to be general
enough to appeal to U'e
majority of wives who wou i
most likely be interested I
DAMES.
That
majoritj
happens to consist largely of
wives new to Rolla who are
generally not full time students.
We hoped the others would
simply
understand
our
dilemma and kindly overlook
the unrequested invitation if
they were not interested in
DAMES. We would like to
reiterate , though, that all
student wives are welcome to
partiCipate in our group if they
do have interest and time. That
includes any wives we may
have omitted unintentionally
from our mailing list.
To avoid the circuitous route
of communication involved in
writing letters to the editor,
further questions or comments
regarding DAMES may be
directed to me at 500 W. 9th,
Apt. lOS, or telephone 364-8357.
we <10 hOpe our programs,
social events, activity interest
groups, volunteer services, and
friendship can be helpful to
most student wives, and the
many calls we have received in
response to the introductory
letter are most reassuring .

Joe Mine r Con t
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See You Ther e

I Mu sic i To Pe rfo rm He re

Edil etter s

Sincerely .
Jenny K. Lockington
President - UMR DAMES

established in Rome 26 years
ago with the express purpose of
preserving music from the
baroque era.
The group spends the major
portion of each year on tour and
has earned an international
reputation as interpreter of
baroque,
romantic
and
contemporary music.
Pina
Carmirel li,
violin
master at the Academia di
Santa Cecilia in Rome, is
featured by the group. She

frequently performs with a
Stradivar ius violin .
Tickets for the I Musici
concert in Rolla are $5 per
person. They are all general
admission tickets (no reserved
seats>.
Tickets
may
be
purchased as follows : In person
- cashier's office, lower level,
Parker Hall, Rolla Campus. By
mail - Music office, Harris
Hall, UMR, Rolla, Mo. 65401
(call 341-4185 for an order
form>.

......................................................... .

RATHSKELLER
LOUNGE
(Under New Management)
DAVE HlllS·Owner
-presentsCoors
On Tap

2-FERS

2 Beers For The Price Of One
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday-5·6
We are located under the old
Greyhound Bus Station
................... Entrance In Rear
......... ...........................

....

I-----ICOUPON'-----,

II

25¢ OFF II

Any Conco ction
Good on Sunda y, Sept. 10, 1978

L-----COUPON------'I
2 BITS Off 01

Nutt y Peca n Tree
Blue berry Bush
Straw berry Patch
Mon ume nt Sund ae
Ruby 's Kitch en Sink
Oran ge Bloss om
Choc olate Love r's Drea m
Chew ey Choc olate Char mer
Tripl e Choc olate Trea t
Ruby 's Conc octio n
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Six stories, one plot:

The Romance of Our Age
is Technology.
Rendezvous
In Spain.
You 're a software
applications
specialist.
When you picked
this career, you
never dreamed that one day you 'd
rendezvous in Barcelona, Spain
with two Navy destroyers.
But when your company is Texas
Instruments and one of yo ur customers is the U. S. Sixth Fleet, you
learn to expect the unexpected.
The destroyers are equipped with
TI computers and they need new
software fast. You come aboard and
sail with the Fleet until your job is
completed.
Not a bad assignment for a software specialist named Susie. You're
glad you got into technology.
The Incredible
Talking Chip.
You ' re an integrated circuit
designer at TI.
You've helped
find a way to make
a chip talk . something no integrated
circuit .has ever done before.
First application: an electronic
aid that helps children learn to spell.
The world 's first talking textbook.
And that's just the beginning,
The talking chip's potential is mindbending. You ' re glad you got into
tec'hnology.

The Salesman's
Dream.
You 're a TI sales
engineer. You've
got what is probably one of the
most irresistible
selling messages in the history of
salesmanship.
It goes like this: " Hold this TI-59
Scientific Calculator in your hand,
Now, let's compare it to the most
popular computer of the 1950sthe IBM 650.
" The 650 weighed al most three
tons , required five to 10 tons of air
condit ioning and 45 square feet of
floor space. And it cost $200.000
in 1955 money.
" Now look at the TI-59 Calculator
you ' re holding in the palm of your
hand. It has a primary memory
capac ity more than double that of
the 650. It performs its principal
functions five to 10 times faster.
And it retails for under $300. "
With a story like this , the hardest
part of your job is holding onto your
sample. You ' re glad you got into
technology.
The Joy Of
Complication.
You ' re in semiconductor design
at TI. You love it
when people at
parties ask you
what you do . You say, " I make
things complicated." (Pause.)
" In fact , I got promoted recently for
creating some major complications."
What you mean (but seldom
explain) is this : the more active
element groups (AEGs) you ca n put

on a single chip of silicon, the more
the average AEG cost goes down .
In short , you make things cheaper
by making them more complicated.
Your work made it possible for a
TI consumer product that sold three
years ago for about $70 to sell
today for $14.95.
Your future looks wonderfully
complicated. You're at 30,000 AEGs
per chip now and 100,000 is in sight.
You ' re glad you got into
technology.
Outsmarting
Smog.
. '\"
You 've always
'''\
. . . , designed airborne radars for
~.
....../ . . . i TI customers.
.' .... "'' ' .e:.';.'',,; Now, all of a
sudden you know your next radar
design is going to stay at the airport.
On the ground .
It's on the ground that traffic
controllers at Los Angeles International Airport have a problem.
They can " see " incoming and outgoing airplanes on their radar just
fine, so long as the airplanes are in
the air.
But when the airplanes are on the
ground -touching down, taking off,
taxiing , parking -they are sometimes impossible to see and control.
Ground smog obscures them.
You believe you have an answer
to the smog' problem. You dig out
the plans for an airborne groundmapping radar you helped design ,
You adapt the design so the L. A.
controllers can use it to see through
smog. It works beautifully.
Today your smog-piercing radar
is widely known as Airport Surface
~.

~

Detection Equipment (ASDE). It's
standard equipment at L. A. International and at the airport in
Geneva, Switzerland . Other airports
with smog and snow problems are
expected to have it soon.
You 're glad you ' re in technology.
Oil Sleuths
International.
You ' re a geophysicist. A good
one. You could be
with any of the big
oil companies . But
- you wanted to get with a company
whose specialty is the same as
you rs . Exploration .
That 's why you ' re at TI , in
Geophysical Service.
TI explorer ships , TI photogeologic aircraft an.d TI truck- and
tractor-mounted vibrator systems
are working all over the world .
They 're finding oil. And they ' re
identifying areas where no oil
exists, thereby saving huge losses
in drilling costs.
Also , TI's worldwide computer
network and its Advanced Scientific
Computer is making 3-D recording
and processing possible. This exclusive exploration technique is the
only practical way to unscramble
" no-record " areas on land and sea,
You 're a happy sleuth, You ' re in
on the biggest hunt in history, And
your team is out in front.
You ' re glad you got into
technology.

If you're not in technology yet, think it over~
If you are in technology, talk to Texas Instruments.
Campus Interviews
Sept. 20-22, Nov. 3,6-7,9-10
Send for the 34-page picture story
of TI people and places.

Write : G'eorge Berryman , Texas Instruments
Corporate Staffing, P. O. Box 225474,
M , S. 67, Dept. CG, Dallas, Texas 75265

See what TI is doing in:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Microcomputers and microprocessors
Semiconductor memories
linear semiconductor devices
Microelectronic digital watches
Calculators
Minicomputers : hardware, software
and systems featuring software
compatibility with microprocessors
Distributed computing systems
Electronic data terminals
Programmable control systems
Data exchange systems
Advanced Scientific Computers
Digital seismic data acquisition
systems

~

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

• Air traffic control radar and Discrete
Address Beacon Systems
• Microwave landing systems
• Radar and infrared systems
• Guidance and controls for tactical
missiles
' . Worldwide geophysical services
, Clad metals for automotive trim,
thermostats, and electrical contacts
• Interconnection products for electronic telephone switching systems
• Temperature-sensitive controls for
automobiles and appliances
• Keyboards for calculators and for
many other products
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Open Date This Weekend

Miners Play Dead
For Mo. Valley
- -By CHRIS RANSOM- - in their own territory allowing
the offense good field position
The Miners in a game held through most of the third
last Saturday at Missouri period, The Miner offense never
Valley College in Marshall had started out with worse field
a little trouble getting their position than their own 39
offense going as they were able yardline during the period but
to capitalize on only one of six were forced to punt three
Missouri Valley turnovers and straight times.
dropped the contest, 14-6.
The defense also accounted
In losing the Miners dropped for four interceptions, two of
their record to 1-1 for the them by Dave Weaver. Early in
season. On Sept. 2 the Miners the fourth quarter, a bad snap
beat William Penn 20-0.
from center over punter Joe
Missouri Valley scored first Fuqua's head was downed at
at the 9;34 mark in the second the 20 yardline. The defense
quarter. The Vikings worked shut down a scoring threat as
their way down field 70 yards in Weaver came through with his
six plays scoring the first of second interception of the
their two touchdowns. The big game. The offense again had to
play was a 41-yard run by punt.
Viking tailback Rex Sawyer
that put them down to the UMR
A few minutes later the
22 yardline . Four plays later defense again regained position
quarterback Al LaMura found
when Jeff Wozek intercepted a
receiver John Flynn in the LaMura pass and r eturned it to
corner of the end zone midfield. On Ul'4R's first
accounting for the score. Paul offensive
play
after
the
McCoy added the extr a point as interception Jeff Walters, who
Missouri Valley took the lead 7- relieved
Louie
Greer
at
O.
quarterback in the second
quarter, threw an interception
to cornerback Mike Smith.
The Miners bounced back
later in the period when Smith returned the ball to the
UMR 33 which in turn set up the
freshman
fullback
David
Fisher crossed the goal line clinching touchdown.
from two yards out making the
score 7-6. Tom Rosenauer
The Vikings faked a·field goal
missed the extra pOint attempt.
attempt and picked up ten
The score came after a Viking yards and a first down.
fumble on their own 23 yard line Missouri Valley moved down to
that defensive end Greg Elzie of the nine-yardline.
LaMura
the Miners recovered.
completed a pass to Flynn in the
UMR, in scoring their first endzone and McCoy added the
and only touchdown of the extra point making for the final
game, accounted for only nine score. The touchdown came at
yar-ds in the short drive as they
the 4; 19 mark in the final
help
by
a Valley period.
had
interference and facemask
penalty.
There was not much of an
The Miner defense held the
Vikings to 86 yards in the offensive attack by either team
second half and generally held as UMR combined for only 147
Valley's offense in check. The total yards to Missouri Valley's
defense's only crackback led to 231. LaMura completed five of
16 passes for 44 yards and
Valley's first scor e.
Walters completed nine passes
In the th ird
in 29 tries for 56 yards.
defense

Miner All -Am~ican tailback
Tt.rry Ryan was a bright spot.
He led all rushers with 130
yards on 27 carries. After two
games Ryan leads the Miners
with 212 yards on 52 tries for an
average of 4.1 yards per carry.
The Miners will have a break
this weekend and their next
contest will be Saturday,
September 23 against Pittsburg
State at Jackling Field in Rolla .
Statistics ;

UMR

MV

First downs
15
12
Yards rushing
90
187
Yards passing
57
44
Total Yards
147
231
Passing
~28
5-18
4
I nterceptions Thrown 1
F umbles Lost
0
2
Penalties
5-58
~98
Punting
10-35 6-38.2
The score by quarters;
UMR
0600-6
MV
0 7 0 7-14
The scoring plays;
- Flynn 8-yard
pass from LaMura, McCoy
kick.
UMR - Fischer 2-yard run,
kick fails.
VALLEY - Flynn ~yard
pass from LaMura, McCoy
kick.
V~Y

TERRY RYAN

M-Club
Athlete of the Week
M-Oub bas selected Terry Ryan as this week's M-Club Athlete
of the Week, Even though the Miners came up short 14 to 6
against Missouri Valley, Terry's efforts produced 130 punlslling
yards In 27 carries, Other outstanding performances were put In
by David Weaver, linebacker, whose key interceptions halted
two Mo. Valley scoring threats; and Brian Bowen for his great
effort at the cross-country meet last Saturday In St. Louis.

1M Football Schedule

The individual statistics;
- - - By JOHN CROW - - Rushing - UMR; Ryan 27Intramural Football saw
130, Fischer 15-46. Greer 2-10,
O'Dear 2-6. Walters 7-51. MV; plenty of action this week.
Sawyer 17-91 , Ragle 4-13, Unfortunately, the scores are
LaMura 2-8, Flynn 2-6, Reuther not available as of yet, but they
will be updated next week.
12-46, Fischer 1-10.
Following is a list of' the
Passing - UMR ; Walters 8- upcoming Football schedule.
6:30
26-54-1, Greer 1-2-3-0. MV;
LaMura 5-16-44-4, Fischer 0-2-0- Sept. 13 Triangle-PiKA, WesleyO.
ACACIA
Sept. 14 ABS-Beta Sig, TKEPass Receiving UMR;
Campus
Ryan 3-12, Cox 1-13, Morse 3-14,
Sept. 18 Kap Sig-TJHA, RHAHarris 2-13. MV; Williamson 1- SigTau
12, Sawyer 1-3, Flynn 3-29.
Sept. 19 KA-Sig Nu, Sig EpLambda Chi

Sept. 20 MateS-PiKA, FocusACACIA
Sept. 21 Theta XI-GDJ, AEPiDelta Tau
8:00
Sept. 13 Tech Eng-Sig Tau,
Phi Kap-TJHA
Sept. 14 AEPi-Focus, Theta
XI -Mates
Sept. 18 PiKPhi-ACACIA,
APhiA-PiKA
Sept. 19 Delta Sig-Delta Tau,
SigPi-GDI
Sept. 20 Campus-Sig Tau,
Beta Sig-TJHA
Sept. 21 TKE-Lambda Chi,
ABS-KA

LLA HIGH-UMR-MISSOURI U. COMPOSITE FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
Fri., Sept. 15 . ..... Lebanon at Rolla High-7:30 p.m.
Sat., Sept. 16 . . ..... Alabama at Missouri-l:30 p.m.
Sat., Sept. 16 .. . ..... . , .... . ... UMR-Open Date
Fri., Sept. 22 .. . ... , .. . ..... Rolla High-Open Date
Sat., Sept. 23. Kansas St.-Pittsburg at UMR-l:30 p.m.
Sat., Sept. 23 . . ... Mississippi at Missouri-l:30 p.m.
Fri., Sept. 29 .. . ..... Fulton at Rolla High-7:30 p.m.
Sat., Sept. 30 . Evangel (Springfield) at UMt-l:30 p.m.
Sat., Sept. 30 . .. .. . Missouri at Oklahoma-l:30 p.m.
Fri., Oct. 6Rolla High at Jefferson City-Helias-8 p.m.
...--...:.::;;.-.----., Sat., Oct. 7 ... Southeast Mo. State at UMR-l:30 p.m.
KTTR-UMR &
Sat., Oct. 7... . . . .... Illinois at Missouri-l:30 p.m.
RHS Ga m es
Sat.,
Oct. 14 . .. Waynesville at Rolla High (HC)-2 p.m.
1490
Sat., Oct. 14 .... . ..... .... .. .. . UMR at Northeast
KZNN-UMC
Mo. State (Kirksville)-2 p.m.
Football
Sat., Oct. 14 ...... Iowa State at Missouri-l:30 p.m.

Sat., Oct. 21 . Rolla High at st. Louis-Mercy-l:30 p.m.
Sat., Oct. 21. Southwest Mo. State at UMR-l:30 p.m.
Sat., Oct. 21 .. . . Missouri at Kansas State-l:30 p.m.
Fri., Oct. 27 .... St. Louis-Vianney at Rolla-7:30 p.m.
Sat., Oct. 28.UMR at Northwest Mo. State-l:30 p.m.
Sat., Oct. 28 .... , ... Colorado at Missouri-l:30 p.m.
Fri., Nov. 3 . .. , ..... Rolla High at Mexico-8:00 p.m.
Sat., Nov. 4 ............. UMR at Central Methodist
(Fayette)-1:30 p.m.
Sat., Nov. 4 ... Missouri at Oklahoma State¢I:30 p.m .
Sat., Nov. 11 . ..... . .. lincoln U. at UMR-l:30 p.m.
Sat., Nov. 11 .... . .. . . Kansas at Missouri-l:30 p.m.
Sat., Nov. 18 ............ UMR at Central Mo. State
(Warrensburg)- 1:30 p.m.
Sat., Nov. 18 .. . .... Missouri at Nebraska-l:30 p.m.
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Ruggers
Open 1978

Season

- - ByEDLATIMER- - into the other team 's endzone
Rugby - the name usually
brings thoughts of huge animals
playing a game ·similar to
football, without pads. This
image is a true one, but there
are organization and rules to
the game, and with the opening
game Saturday, what better
time -to give the fans some idea
of rugby?
To start with, the field is
about the same size as a football
field, only a little wider. The
ball is about l'k times a football
with more rounded ends. There
are fifteen players on the field
for each team at one time.
There are no substitutions
unless a player is seriously
injured, in which case the
referee (not referees - there's
only one) may allow a
substitute. On a less serious
injury, the team plays short one
man. There are two halves to a
game varying in time from 2040 minutes depending on
whether its a tournament game
or regular game. Substitutions
are allowed at half time (a 5
minute break).
Actual play is continuous.
There are no huddles, no
stopping play for an incomplete
pass or tackled ball carrier. The
two ways of advancing the ball
are by running and kicking. A
player may pass the ball but
only backwards {a forward
pass is a minor penalty>. The
general object is to get the ball

and touch it down. Now, there
are two types of <Jllayers in
rugby : scrums and backs.
Scrums are responsible for
obtaining possession of the ball
and for keeping the other team
from
possession
and
advancement of the ball. Once
they have the ~all, the scrums
either run with it themselves, or
give it to the backs who do the
openfield running. In a back
movement, one back will run
forward with the ball until he's
about to be taCkled, then pitch it
back to another back, etc. The
only trouble is that the other
team doesn't want you to
advance it. If a ball carrier is
tackled, he must release the
ball. But as is usually the case,
there are too many people from
both teams for someone to just
simply pick up the ball and run.
In such a case (called a
"ruck"), scrums from both
teams· form a big pile and try to
heel the ball {no use of hands in
a ruck>. Once out of a ruck, the
ball is usually given to the
backs. If a ballcarrier is stood
up, a "maul" results. Scrums
form a big pile while still
standing and try to grab the ball
with their hands and throw it
out to the backs. If the ball
should ever go out of bounds,
there is a lineout, in which both
teams'
scrums
line
up
perpendicular to the sideline
and the ball is thrown down the
middle of the two lines.

The 1978 UMR Rugby Club that opens the season at home this Saturday at 1:30 p.m.
against the Norsemen from St. Louis. Back row: Gabe, Coach, Schmidt, Bay·less,
Clancy, 10-hole, Walk, Tobin, Bimbo, Dorfer, Chaney, Harley, Ellis, Dog, Sione,
Andy, Buck. Front row: Vauhn, Stonehands, Wargs; Bagworm, Trop, Bush Monkey,
D. D., Headba'ld.
.
. ( Photo by M. Richardson)
passes, result m a scrum, which
Sometimes the ball gets tipped is sort of like an organized ruck results for the OPPOSing team.
out to the backs, and sometimes with a space in the middle Kicks are an important method
it doesn't. In the latter case, a where the ball is thrown in. For of advancing the ball in rugby,
mail or ruck forms around or major penalties such as especially if you're about to get
over the unlucky soul who picks head tackling (which is the only tackled and there's no one to
illegal thing which can be done pass it to.
the ball up.
Also, there is no blocking in
As for penalties, minor to a ballcarrier) or hands in a
ruck or scrum, a free kick rugby.
penalties, such as forward

....
A good line..()ut where the ball is being passed cleanly to the back (extreme right)
(Photo by M. Richardson)

rGTDSffiKHoUsQ
SOl
n
UFILET. STEAK

nBaked Potato or Fries, Texas Toast

265

U

n
U
n

FREE ICE CREAM WITH EACH DINNER
U
~ Foro: Plaz. Shopping Center
ROII"~MO.
Open 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. Daily
7 Days a Week
tc=:=C1c::=I1=c1=c1=c

A scrum. The back (arrow) is aboutto throw the ball into the scrum. Actually, he's a
little late on this one.
(Photo by M. Richardson)

Are The Machines In Your
Fraternity, Sorority or Dorm
Serving You Well? If not,
you're welcome at
TOWN & CAMPUS
SELF-SERVE LAUNDRY

,

~~~~~"';
-Attendants o n duty to pr ov id e
change & assistance
-Study Area - Recreat ion Area
-Refreshment Area
-Open Till 10 p .m . every night
(closed holidays )

207 W. 11th Street
(Across the street from
University Center Parking Lot)

r------------.,II

I
I
I
I
I

Top It Off With A

I
I
I

SUNDAE

135~

With Coupon

I

I
I
IL ____________
Offer Expires Sun. Evening, Sept . 17 ..1
I
Open Till 12 p.m. Sun.-Thurs.
Open TIll 1 a.m. on Fri. & Sat.

1202 N. Bishop 364-8998

Rolla, Mo.
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Editor's Note: Due to Bob Harmon's somewhat
mediocre performance so far, we're in the process of
switching to Joe Harris. Harris' forecast will Include
college games also and be bas a record of 82.4 percent
accuracy over the past 35 years.

• Home T8&111

I

/III,
hod
Y.

get

to
in

SATIfl~ SEPTEB.ifj ~
i4.mssourl
Alcorn State •••••••• 14
ALABAMA •••••••••••••• 21
-MISSOURI. • • . • . • • • • • 7
Albion ••••.•..•••.•.• 14
-Mount Union ••••..•• 7
-Albright ••••••.••••• 14
Lycoming. • • . • . • . . • • • 7
-Alfred ••.•.••••••••• 14 Brockport Stete •••.• 7
Alma •••••••.••••••••• 28
-Olivet............. 6
-ARIZONA StATE ••••••• 24 BRIGHAM YOUNG •••.••• 21
-ARIZONA •••••.••••..• 21
OREGON StATE •••••.•• 14
Arkansas State ••••••• 24
-N. E. Louisiana •••• 21
-ARKANSAS ••••...••.•• 45 VANDERBILT •••••••••• 7
-Army •••.•••.•..••.•• 35 Lafayette. • • • • • • • • •• 14
AUBURN ••••••••••.•.•• 21
-KANSAS StATE •••.••• 14
B:l~w~-Wallace •••••• 14
-Ashland ••••.•..•••• 7
*~;:_l ~t"tc .......... 3:>'
R.m • .5ta'&e .......... 14
BAYLOR •...•....••..•• 14
-GEORGIA ••••••.•.••• 13
Livingstone ••.•..••. 7
:Bethune-Cookman ••.•• 21
Boise State •••..•.•• 28
Long Beach State •••• 14
-BOSTON COLLEGE •..••• 31 Affi FORCE ACADEMY ••• 7
-Boston U............ 21
Maine ............... 14
-Capital ............. 14 Kenyon .............. 13
Geneva.............. 6
-Cheyney State ••.•••• 21
-CINCINNATI •...•..••• 21 SO. MISSISSIPPI ••••• 14
.g~~g~ State ••...•• 21
Delaware State •••••• 7
••..••••.•••• 42
THE CItADEL ••••••••• 7
·COLGATE ••.•••..•..•• 24
HOLY CROSS •••••••••• 14
-COLORADO StATE U•••• 17
UtAH StATE •••••••••• 14
-COLORADO ••.•.••••••• 21
MIAMI (FLA.) •••.•••• 14
Davidson •••••.•.••.•• 35 -Washington & Lee ••• 7
·Dayton •••••.•..•.•.• 31
Otterbein •.••••.•••• 14
-Delaware •••.•.•••••• 24 West Chester State •• 7
-Denison ••.••.•.••.•• 14 WaShington & Jeff ••• 7
-Eastern Illinois •••• 21
Northern Iowa ••••••• 14
·Eastern Michigan •••• 21 Bowling Green .•••••• 14
.East Stroudsburg St •• 14 c. W. Post.......... 7
·Edinboro State •••••• 21
Muskingum ••.••.••••• 7
Florida A. & M....... 21
.Albany (Ga.) State. 7
.FLORIDA StATE ••••••• 24
OKLAHOMA StATE •••••• 21
Franklin ••.•.•.••..•• 24
-Evansville ••••.•••• 14
Franklin & Marshall •• 24
-Muhlenberg ••••••••• 14
-Fresno State ••.••••• 31 Weber State , •••••••• 21
·Ful1erton (Calif.) St.28 Santa Clara ••••••••• 14
-Furman •.•..•..•••••• 28 Carson-Newman ••••••• 14
*GEORGIA TECH •••••••• 17 CALIFORNIA •••••••••• 14
Glassboro State •••.•• 21
-Salisbury State •••• 14
-Hampden-Sydney •••••• 28 Sewanee •••.•.••.•••• 6
HillSdale •.••..•.•.•• 21
.Butler ••••.•••.•••• 14
HOUSTON ••••••....••.• 35
.MEMPHIS StATE •••••• 14
HOward U. (D.C.) ••••• 21
.~~.-Eastern Shore ••
7
-Illinois State •••••• 28 Western Kentucky •••• 14
Indiana Central •••••• 21
*Saginaw Valley ••••• 14
-Indiana State ••••••• 28
Western Illinois •••• 14
-IOWA StATE .......... 35 SAN DIEGO StATE ..... 14
NORTHWESTERN •••••••• 14
, -IOWA •••••••••••••••• 31
.Jackson State ....... 35 Prairie View A. & M•. 7
-Morehead State •..•• 13
Kentucky State ••••.•• 14
KENTUCKY ••....••..••• 21
-SOUTH CAROLINA ..... 14
Indiana U. (Pa.) .... 14
*Kutztown State ...... 17
.Kings Point ••.••..•• 14 Albany (N.Y.) State. 13
-Lebanon Valley •••••• 14 Gettysburg ••.••.•••• 7
Lehigh ••.•...•.•••••• 28
*Slippery Rock State. 14
-Mansfield State •••• 7
Lock Haven State ••••• 21
-LOUISIANA StATE ..... 21
INDIANA.. .. .. . .. .... 7
*Louisiana Tech •••••• 21
U.Tenn.(Chattanooga) .14
-Marietta ••.••....••• 21 Heidelberg.. . . • • . . . . 6
-Marshall ••••.••••••• 28 Appalachian State ••• 21
MARYLAND •.••••••••••• 28
.LOUISVILLE. • • . • • • •• 14
*Miami (Ohio) •••••••• 24 Central Michigan .••• 14
MICHIGAN StATE ....... 17
-PURDUE ............. 14
*MICHIGAN ••.•••.••••• 35 ILLINOIS. ••• • ••• • •• • 7
-MINNESOTA ••••••••••• 42
TOLEDO. • • • • • • • • • • • •• 14
Montclair State •••••• 21 Wagner •••••••••••••• 7
Dickinaon ••••••••••• 13
-Moravian ••.••.•..••• 14
NAVY ................. 17
-VffiGINIA ........... 14

rlk~~.~:~::::~
-Alabama State ••••••• 21

~.~~~

HOW THEY'LL FINISH IN THE NFL
1 DA~S
2 WASHIlIGTON
3 PHILADELPHIA

4 ST. LOUIS

5 N. Y. GIANTS

Jtif

~if'

CONFEHElP.ANGELES
CHICAGO
SAN FRANCISCO
DETROIT
ATLAN'tA
tAMPA BAY
NEW ClRLFANS
GREEN BAY
~ CONr':J!ENCE

~TI

1
mLND
2 NEW El«iLAND
PITTSBURGH
DENVER
3 BALTIMORE
HOtETON
SAN DIEGO
4 N. Y. JETS
CLEVELAND
KANSAS CITY
5 BrnITllO
SUnLE
PROBABLE SUPER BOWL OPPONENTS: DALLAS VS. Oo\KLAND
~

..............................

: Christopher Jewelers :
: 805 Pine Rolla, Mo. 364-2264 :

•

•

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4

PROBABLE ~ §; SCORES
*NEBRASKA •••••••••••• 38
New Hampshire •••.•••• 21
*1'I!lW MEXICO StATE .... 35
NEW MEXICO ••••••••••• 1'+
*NORTH CAROLINA StATE. 21
.NORTH CAROLINA ••.••. 21
North Dakota State ... 28
North Dakota ••••..••• 28
Northeastern •.••..••• 17
.Northern Arizona •••• 24
.Northern Michigan .•• 28
NORTH TEXAS StATE •••• 24
N. W. Louisiana •••••• 21
-Norwich •.••••••.•••• 27
-Ohio Northern ••••••• 28
-OHIO STATE •••••••••• 14
-OKLAHOMA ••••••••.••• 45
Pacific Lutheran ••••• 21
PITTSBURGH ••.....•••• 21
*P,,>'t.lawl State ...... 35
~Puget Sound ••••••••• 35
*Rose-Hulman ••.•••••• 14
-St. Joseph's (Ind.) • 24
.Shippensburg State •• 21
South Carolina State • 17
*South Dakota State •• 21
SO. CALIFORNIA ....... 35
So. Illinois •....•..• 11+
*So. Connecticut •.••• 21
SO. METHODIST •••••••• 21
s. W. Louisiana ...... 28
Springfield ••..••.••• 27
-STANFORD ••....•..••• 28
Susquehanna •••••.••.• 21
Temple ••.•••••••••.•• 28
-Tennessee State ••••• 28
-Texas Southern •••..• 28
TEXAS ••...•...••...•• 38
-Troy State •••••••••• 24
-U. S. C. G. Academy. 26
U. Cal.-Davis ........ 14
u. c. L. A........... 17
U. Nevada (Reno) ..... 28
U. Tennessee (Martin) .21
-Upsala •...•••...•.•• 14
VILLANOVA •••••.•..••• 21
-V. M. I ............. 38
VffiGINIA TECH ........ 24
*Wabash •••.•••...••.• 21
-Washington State .... 42
-WASHINGTON ••••....•• 28
Western Carolina ••••• 31
.Western Maryland •••• 28
Western Mich1ij:an •••••

~4

PROBABLE ~ §; ~
HAWAII. . • •. • . • • • • • •• 7
*Central Connecticut. 7
u. TEXAS (EL PASO) .. 14
-WICHItA StATE •••••• 13
SYRACUSE •••...••..•• 17
UST CAROLINA ••••••• 7
-Montana State ...... 21
.Eastern Montana •••• 14
*Rhode Island ••.•••• 14
Idaho State ••••••••• 7
Grand Valley State •• 14
u. TEXAS (ARLINGTON). 7
-Stephen F. Austin •• 14
Worcester Poly Tech. 7
Oberlin •••••••••.••• 6
PENN STATE ••••.••••• 10
WEST VffiGINIA ••••••• 7
-Western Washington. 14
.TULANE ••..••.•....• 14
Montana ............. 14
Willamette .••••••••• 14
DePauw •••..•...••••• 13
N. E. Illinois ...... 14
Bloomsburg State •••• 7
-North Carolina A & T 7
Moorhead State •••••• 14
-OREGON............. 7
-Lamar. • . . . • . • • . • • •• 13
Americm International 14
FLORIDA ••••.•••...•• 14
-Tulsa .............. 14
-Cortland State ••••• 7
SAN JOSE STATE •••••• 17
-Johns Hopkins ••.•.• 14
-Drake. • • • • . • • . . . • • • 7
Alabama A. & M•••••• 14
Southern U. (La.) ••• 14
*RICE. • • . • . • . • • • • • • • 7
Eastern Kentucky •••• 21
Rensselaer Poly ••••• 6
.Pacific (Calif.) ... 13
-TENNESSEE .......... lit
*U. Nevada (L.V.) ... 21
*Middle Tennessee ••• 14
Swarthmore. • •. . • . • •• 7
-MASSACHUSETTS •••••• 14
Bucknell ............ 14
-WAKE FOREST ........ 21
Hope .•....•......••• 14
Idaho ............... 14
KANSAS ••.•••••••..•• 17
-East Tennessee ••.•• 14
Ursinus •••.••••••••• 13
*::ortherr£ Il1111vis ••

,

.Westminster (Pa.) ... 21
Juniata......... .... 7
-West Texas State •.•• 17 McNeese State ••.•••• 14
*Fordham ••.••••..••• 21
Widener ••..•..••.•••• 24
Wilkes •••......•...•• 14 .Delaware Valley •••• 6
William & Mary ••..••• 28
-Connecticut •..•.•.• 7
Winston-Salem ••••..•• 28 *lb. Carolina Central. 14
.WISCONSIN •.....••••• 31 RICHMOND •.........•• 14
*Wittenberg ••••..•.•• 21 ValparaiSO •.......•• 7
-Wooster •.•..•••••••• 24 Adrian •..•.••.•...•• 14
-Wyoming •••.•..•••••• 30 South Dakota ••••.••• 14
*Wayne (Detroit) St •. 14
Youngstown State ..... 21
St1NIlAY, SEP~MBER lJ~,ill.!!
NATIONAL F TEALL Lt:A~
*ATLAN'tA ••••.•••••••• 17 CLEVELAN'l5"":' • • . . . . . • •• 16
CHICAGO ••••.•..•••.•• 16
-DETROIT. • • . . . . . • • .• 13
DALLAS ••••.•••...•.•• 20
-LOS ANGELES •.••••.• 13
-DENVER ••.••.•..••.•• 17 SAN DIEGO •.••.••..•• 16
-HOUSTON •••••.•..•••• 24 SAN FRANCISCO ••.•.•• 13
.MIAMI •••••.•.••...•• 27 BUFFALO •...••...•••• 17
-MINNESOTA ........... 17
TAMPA BAY ........... 10
-NEW YORK GIANTS ••••• 16 KANSAS CITy •••.•.•.• 13
.NEW YORK JETS ••••••• 20 SEATTLE ••...•......• 17
OAKLAND ••.•.....••••• 23
-GREEN BAY •••..•...• 10
PHILADELPHIA .•....••• 17
-NEW ORLEANS •....••• 16
PITTSBURGH ••..•..•••• 16
.CINCINNATI •••.••.•• 14
WASHINGTON ........... 17 ·ST. LOUIS .......... 16
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 1§. ill.!!
.NEW ENGLAND ......... 20 BALTIHO~ ......... 13

PROCTER AND GAMBLE
PAPER PRODUCTS
(formerly Charm in)
presents an informal smoker in the St. Pat's Ballroom on

Monday, September 18, 1978
at 4:30 p.m.
Recent UMR grads working for P & G at the Cape Girardeau,
Mo. Plant will discuss career opportunities in Manufacturing
Management.
Procter and Gamble will also be in attendance at Missouri
Industry Day on September 19, 1978, in the UMR gym.
This smoker is open to all UMR students. Those interested in
Management are especially urged to attend.
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Southeast Only Undefeated MIAA Team
- -MIAA RELEASE - Southeast Missouri State, off
to its best football start since
1955 when the Indians were
undefeated, will put a 2-0 record
on the line Saturday night at
Delta State, Cleveland Miss., in
one of four road games,
involving
Missouri
Intercollegiate
Athletic
Association schools.
The 1977 MIAA c()-champions
blanked Central Arkansas, 16-0,
last weekend, and are the only
conference team without a
blemish on their slate.
Defnese and the kicking
department, Jim Lohr's two
biggest worries before the
campaign, were again strong
suits for the Tribe. Junior
tackle Alex Clinton, with 1\ solo
stops, two "sacks" and a pair of
fumble recoveries, sparked a
defense that throttled the Bear
attack all evening. Kicking
standout Mike Wood, now with
the Minnesota Vikings, may not
be missed as much as SEMSU
fans anticipated. Freshman
Mike Holl booted field goals of

39,29 and 37 yards in the victory
to give him four three-pointers
in six tries this year.
Other MIAA clubs found the
going rough Saturday. Preseason title favorite Northeast
Missouri State again made
mistakes at critical times to
drop its second straight verdict,
14-9, at South Dakota, despite
outgaining the Coyotes, 276 to
179 yards. Bulldog senior
tailback Mike Harris ran for 130
yards
to
reinforce " his
conference rushing leadership.
NEMSU now must prepare for a
Saturday invasion by Akron,
the 1976 NCAA Division II
playoff runner up.
Central Missouri State, which
initiated its campaign with a 3~
7 setback to Missouri Southern,
has a commitment at Central
Arkansas, while Northwest

Missouri State, (}-2 after
abosrbing a 3(}-10 defeat at the
hands of Pittsburg (Kan.)
State, will be . at NebraskaOmaha.
Southest Missouri State, a 2613 victim of Arkansas Techn in
the Missourians' opener at
Russellville, Ark., will be at
Pittsburg State, as Lincoln
University tries to capture its
first victory this fall at the
expense of Langston (Okla.) following two road losses. The
Tigers, who bowed to Central
(0.) State, 32-9, last weekend,
were plagued by four fumbles
and 135 yards in penalties.
All MIAA contests this
weekend are scheduled for 7:30
p.m., except for the NEMSU
and LU tilts at 1:3Op.m.

SCHOOL
Southeast Mo.
Missouri-Rolla
Southwest Mo.
Central Mo.
Lincoln U.
Northwest Mo.
Northeast Mo.
PASSING
DEFENSE
1. UMR
2.NW
3.SE
4. NE
5. SW
6. Cent.
7. LU ·

TEAM STATISTICS
RESULTSFROM~~78

RECORD
2-(}-0
1-1-0
0-1-0
(}-1-0
0-1-1
(}-2-O

0-2-0
RUSHING
DEFENSE
1. VMR
2.NE
3. LV
4. SE
5.NW
6.SW
7_Cent.

Beat Cent. Ark., 16-0
Lost to Mo. Valley, 14-6
Lost to Ark. Tech, 26-13
Lost to Mo. Southern, 3~ 7
Lost to Central (0.),32-9
Lost to Pittsburg (Kan.), 3(}-10
Lost to South Dakota. 14-9
RUSHING

PASSING
OFFENSE

OFFENSE

I.NW
2.SW
3.NE
4. Cent.
5. LU
6.SE
7. UMR

1. NE
2.SE
3.SW
4. Cent.
5. LU
6.NW
7.UMR

Let a TI calculator help you make more efficient use of your time.
This semester ... and for years to come.

Now, more affordable
than ever!
.

1 HORSE
BOOK STORE
Used Books & Comics
Bought, Sold & Trade~
207 W. 11th St. Rolla
'12 block East of the
University Center
Parking lot
364-2244
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SPORTS FANS
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I Bet

You

Didn't
Know
Brought To You By
Jim Wood , C_L_U_
Of all the passers who have
ever played pro football .
which one has the best
p e rcentage of completed

passes in a season? Record is
held by Sammy Baugh . who in
1945. co mpleted 70% of h is'
throws . No other regular pro
passer has every topped that
over a season.
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Oddly enough. here's a foot _I

ball question that looks easy,

but it's surprising how few
fons , even the really good
ones , can answer it. Try it on
your friends and see . The
question is this: Everybody
knows a football field is 100
yards long from goal line to
goal line. but do you know
how WIDE a football fi e ld is?
A football field is 160 feet . or
53 V) yards, wide.
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Eve r wonder where the trodi - I
tion started of havi ng a band
at football games? It was at
Notre Dome, which was the
first college in America to
have a bond. Th eir bond first
marched at a football gome in
1888 . They really st arted
something . didn't trey?

...

I I bet you didn't know that your

Colleg_ Life policy will
automatically k. . p pace with

I
1

Inflation .

s..

the

Car •• r

Agent. from Colleg_ life.

UV'"

u'D;)ON, C.L.U.
364-5386
JIM WOOD, C.L.U.
364-8888

COlLEGE LIFE INSURANCE
213 Ramsey Building
8fh & Rollo Streets
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The TI Programmable 57 is a powerful
slide rule calculator
with statistics and decision making capabilities to help solve repetitive problems. _.quickly and
accurately_
Powerful program memory stores 50 fully-merged
steps for up to 150 keystrokes. Computer-like functions include editing , branching , subroutines, and
more. Slide rule capabilities include functions of x,
as well as log , trig , and statistical functions. Comes
complete with an easy-to-follow learning guide.
With its new, low price and limited time $5.00 rebate, the TI Programmable 57 offers an unsurpassed
value. Act now to take advantage of this outstanding offer.

------ ------ -- ----,
Use this coupon to obtain your $5_00 rebate _

I

Texas Instruments will rebate $5 .00 of your original TI· 57 purc hase price when yo u:
(1) Relurn this comp leted coupon . including seria l number. (2) along with your
compl eted TI -57 customer information card (packed in box) . and (3) a dated copy
of prool of your purchase. verifying purchase between August 15 and October 31.
1978. Your coupon , cuslomer Informalion card , and daled copy 01 proof of purchase musl be poslmarked on or belore November 7, 1978 10 qualify lor Ihis

I
I
I

special offer.
Send to:
TI-57 Rebale Oller, P.O. 80l53, Lubbock, TOlas 79408
Nam'''-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I

Do business and financial classwork quickly
with this powerful calculator.
For business administration, financial analysis and planning , real estate management,
investment analysis, and more. The MBA's financial functions include net present value
and internal rate of return for variable cash
flows. Payme'nt, present and future value,
number of periods for annuities. Also, days
):>etween dates, and direct solution of yield for
bonds and mortgages.
Statistical functions
include mean , variance,
and standard deviation
at the touch of a key.
Built-in linear regression .
Simple programmabil.. ity lets the MBA remember a sequence of up to
32 keystrokes.
The MBA comes with a
valuable book, Calcula~fiIIi" tor Analysis for Business
and Finance. Shows you how to apply the
power of your MBA to business and financial
decision making .
At its new, low price, the MBA
presents an exceptional value to
the business student. See it today.

4P

·u.s. suggested retail price .

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Slate _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ _ __

lr.,.om::-;:-:
ba-:;
~k-:o.,..1c"al"'cu"'la"'to"'
'
r)- - - TI·57 SERIAL NUMBER -----;-(~

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED

Please allow 30 days for delivery. Offer void where prohibiled by law. Oller good in

© 1978
L _U.S.
_only.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -'-_ _ _ _
_Texas
_tnslfuments
__ Incolporaled
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
_ _..J
45603

